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introduCtion:  
The Benefit of LGBTQ Resource Centers on university Campuses and the 

Importance of Distinguishing Between sexual minority populations

As adolescents enter the college years, they continue to explore their identities while 
experiencing a greater level of autonomy, develop a more meaningful sense of self, and realize 
greater levels of intimacy in social and romantic relationships. Developmental psychologist 
Erik Erikson described youth in this critical period as transitioning between two significant 
life stages: Identity vs. Role Confusion and Intimacy vs. Isolation. In the former, adolescents 
develop a sense of self and personal identity. Successful completion of this stage leads to an 
ability to stay true to oneself, while failure leads to role confusion and a weak sense of self. 
In the latter stage, young adults need to form intimate, loving relationships with other people. 
Success leads to strong relationships, while failure results in loneliness and isolation.1 

Universities provide an ideal social context for young people to begin making the transition 
from childhood to adulthood. Professors, coaches, counselors, and mentors have a profound 
affect on adolescents as they negotiate conflicts during this process. It is essential that young 
people are given time and space to explore these challenges with proper guidance to help 
them come to terms with their identity. Sexual orientation and sexual identity are one of those 
challenges, especially as it concerns adolescents that are lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, 
questioning, intersex, or experience unwanted same-sex attractions (LGBTQIU).* 
 
For a number of reasons, LGBTQIU students may experience greater challenges than their 
heterosexual classmates in transitioning from adolescence to adulthood. Thus, LGBTQ 
Resource Centers specifically tailored to the needs of these vulnerable populations may 
provide the necessary knowledge, support, and skills required to help these youth develop a 
strong sense of self and form loving and intimate relationships. Many state-funded universities 
in Virginia have realized the benefit of such LGBTQ Resource Centers and have set aside 
funds to support sexual minority students as they negotiate the unique challenges that 
heterosexual students may not encounter. 

In recent years, many of these LGBTQ Resource Centers have also developed or infused the 
concept of a Safe Zone, which works to promote a welcoming atmosphere for sexual minority 

* While we recognize that Intersex students should be included in this list of sexual minori-
ties, we found no resources specifically dedicated to this population among the LGBTQ Re-
source Centers visited.
 
+ This report has been criticized for insisting that SOCE outcome research exhibit high meth-
odological research standards while not demanding the same criteria be used to evaluate the 
efficacy of gay affirmative therapy, which the Task Force (as well as Virginia universities) 
recommended for all clients who experience homosexual feelings, whether LGBT or QU iden-
tified. For more information, see: Phelan, J.E., Goldberg, A. & Doyle, C. (2012). A Critical 
Evaluation of the Report of the Task Force on Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual 
Orientation, Resolutions, and Press Release. Journal of Human Sexuality, 4, 41-69.
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students on campus. For example, Virginia Commonwealth University “educates members of 
the University community about LGBTQ issues to create a network of allies who, together 
with members of the LGBTQ community, work to create a community of safety and full 
inclusion for all its members.”2 Similarly, Virginia Tech’s Safe Zone manual states that “some 
students may be hesitant to come out to everyone on campus. Safe Zones are expected to 
uphold an individual’s privacy and treat information gained from that student in a confidential 
manner.”3 Thus, these programs are primarily meant to provide support for sexual minority 
students in the effort to help them feel safe and to experience acceptance, love, and intimacy in 
relationships.

Virginia universities have developed a number of supportive mechanisms for sexual minority 
youth, including designated safe spaces, staff/faculty that serve as on-campus allies, and 
educational programs, seminars, and workshops to help further tolerance and understanding 
for LGBTQ students. Such programs serve as a place for students to feel welcome and 
supported in their sexual identity, but they may also be a place where youth come to receive 
counsel over various conflicts. In that case, an LGBTQ Resource Center or Safe Zone may 
provide information, options, and referrals for the student to seek out mental health services 
within their university counseling center or local community to help them negotiate these 
challenges. 

In Virginia, the state has appropriated funds to assist students in need of counseling, regardless 
of sexual orientation and/or identity, through a program called Counseling and Psychological 
Services (CAPS). For example, at the University of Virginia, CAPS primarily utilizes a brief 
psychotherapy treatment approach with students. Duration of psychotherapy is generally 
6 to 10 sessions. Clinical efforts are focused on assisting students to returning to the level 
of functioning required for successful academic achievement. In most instances in which 
students’ needs do not fit a brief therapy approach, referrals are made to alternate clinic sites or 
to psychotherapists within the Charlottesville community. In situations in which a community 
therapist referral may be problematic or contraindicated, exceptions to a brief treatment 
approach are made on a case-by-case basis.4 

In the referral process, LGBTQ Resource Centers and Safe Zones play an important role by 
helping students identify services, programs, and allies that may support them in their unique 
challenges. Therefore, it is vital for LGBTQ Resource Centers and Safe Zones to correctly 
identify a student’s sexual identity and/or orientation so they can be linked to a competent 
professional that can help them reach their goals. While it appears that the needs of lesbian, 
gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) students are being adequately served in Virginia 
university LGBTQ Resource Centers and Safe Zones, there exists a population of individuals 
that are either questioning their sexual orientation and/or have unwanted same-sex attraction 
(SSA) that may not be receiving equivalent support. 

Students that experience homosexual feelings but do not identify as LGBT may be questioning 
their sexual identity or have unwanted same-sex attractions (QU). It is inappropriate to label 
such students LGBT or refer them to churches, programs, organizations, or counselors that 
adhere only to a gay affirming approach. Such mislabeling may be offensive and harmful, and 
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should be avoided. Alternatively, QU students may self-identify as a former homosexual or 
ex-gay. In 2009, the Superior Court in the District of Columbia ruled that ex-gays or former 
homosexuals are a protected class against sexual orientation discrimination.5 Because Virginia 
is located in a neighboring jurisdiction to Washington, D.C., it is especially appropriate for 
state-funded universities to recognize such individuals as separate and distinct from the LGBT 
population, and therefore, provide information and services that are sensitive to their values 
and unique needs. 

Due to the nature of state-funded services, LGBTQ Resource Centers and Safe Zones are 
obligated to provide QU students competent referrals and assistance that are sensitive to their 
values and unique needs. Because LGBTQ Resource Centers and Safe Zones are publicly 
funded entities, they are considered a limited public forum, and as such, must provide equal 
access to views and/or organizations that may serve the unique needs of QU students.

By forming an LGBTQ Resource Center and/or Safe Zone, Virginia universities have 
established a limited public forum for the purpose of providing non-university resources for 
issues surrounding sexual orientation. These universities provide resources from and web 
links to organizations espousing the belief that an individual should express his or her same-
sex attractions. Therefore, they cannot discriminate against the viewpoint of those who have 
provided resources to the university for those questioning their homosexual attractions and 
feelings and/or offer sexual orientation change services. 

Since government may not regulate speech based on its substantive content or the message it 
conveys, in the realm of private speech or expression, government regulation may not favor 
one speaker over another. Discrimination against speech because of its message is presumed 
to be unconstitutional...when government targets not subject matter but particular views 
taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of the First Amendment is all the more blatant. 
Viewpoint discrimination is thus an egregious form of content discrimination. The government 
must abstain from regulating speech when the specific motivating ideology or the opinion or 
perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the restriction.6 When a government opens a 
forum for literature distribution, it must treat all persons and groups seeking to use the forum 
equally, regardless of their viewpoint.7

The actions of the universities that will be described in this report, in their refusal to mention 
the existence of ex-gay resources or offer appropriate therapy and/or competent referrals, 
when repeatedly requested by an individual ostensibly experiencing confusion over his 
sexuality, or conflict between his sexuality and his faith, demonstrate that the universities favor 
the speech of the LGBT community over the ex-gay community. The universities have thus 
suppressed and deemed the viewpoints of ex-gays on human sexuality and sexual orientation 
as unworthy of exhibition and distribution, while the viewpoints of the LGBT community are 
favored and deemed worthy by the university.

In this context, presenting only one viewpoint on the issue of sexual orientation not 
only constitutes viewpoint discrimination, but it may also constitute sexual orientation 
discrimination (see conclusion for more discussion on this concept). Additionally, it may also 
be harmful to the student’s self-identity, as it presents a scenario of isolation (versus intimacy), 
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described above in Erikson’s developmental model. This in turn could lead to feelings of 
anxiety, depression, and hopelessness (among others) at the thought of having to live in such a 
way that is incongruent with the individual’s spiritual/religious values and/or moral ideals. 

Despite the suggestion by several counselors and administrators in Virginia university LGBTQ 
Resource Centers, Sexual Orientation Change Effort (SOCE) therapy is neither illegal in 
Virginia, nor is it unethical or harmful for clients that voluntarily take part in such therapeutic 
processes. Professional psychological associations have varying opinions as to the efficacy of 
such interventions. 

The American Psychological Association (APA) formed a Task Force in 2009 that issued a 
report on the outcomes of SOCE therapy in the research literature. In their systematic review 
of SOCE literature, they concluded that “research on SOCE (psychotherapy, mutual self-
help groups, religious techniques) has not answered basic questions of whether it is safe or 
effective and for whom,” and that there are “no scientifically rigorous studies of recent SOCE 
that would enable a statement to be made about whether recent SOCE (interventions) are safe 
or harmful and for whom.”8 However, this report has been criticized for insisting that SOCE 
outcome research exhibit high methodological research standards while not demanding the 
same criteria be used to evaluate the efficacy of gay-affirmative therapy, which the Task Force 
(as well Virginia universities) recommend for all clients who experience homosexual feelings, 
whether LGBT or QU identified.9

Another comprehensive review of SOCE literature by the National Association for Research 
and Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH) in 2009 came to a diametrically opposed 
conclusion. Reviewing 100 years of research and clinical literature, the report concluded that 
it is possible for some men and women to change from homosexuality to heterosexuality, and 
that efforts to change do not invariably result in harm.10 
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ProjeCt overview:  
Common misstatements By LGBTQ Resource Center Counselors 

In order to assess the climate of Virginia University LGBTQ Resource Center’s attitudes and 
services towards QU students, we selected seven state-funded four-year higher education 
institutions, including George Mason University, James Madison University, University of 
Virginia, Virginia Commonwealth University, Old Dominion University, Christopher Newport 
University, and the College of William and Mary. 

In September 2013, two representatives from Voice of the Voiceless (VoV) visited these 
campuses over a 2 ½ week period to document the services rendered by LGBTQ Resource 
Center counselors and information given or provided in the LGBTQ Resource Center. We 
documented each meeting by using concealed audio or video equipment, and have made these 
recordings available on our website (www.VoiceoftheVoiceless.info) and via YouTube. We 
also took notes and photos to document the materials in each LGBTQ Resource Center to 
determine what, if any, information was made available for QU students. As a note of caution, 
these universities do not represent a random sample nor should be viewed as representative of 
all LGBTQ Resource Centers in Virginia or across the United States.

In some universities, the locations that assist sexual minority students are not specifically 
called LGBTQ Resource Centers. At Virginia Commonwealth University, the Office of 
Multicultural Student Affairs houses their LGBTQ concerns. At Old Dominion University, 
sexual minority issues are given space within the Division of Student Engagement and 
Enrollment Services, called the ODU Safe Space program or ODU Out. At the College 
of William and Mary, the Center for Student Diversity is the home for LGBTQ activities. 
Nonetheless, all of these offices provide anonymous counseling and guidance to sexual 
minority students in need of assistance and/or resources. The offices also maintain a website 
where LGBT-affirming weblinks are available for students seeking referrals, constituting an 
additional (limited) public forum for the purpose of providing non-university resources for 
issues surrounding sexual orientation.

Additionally, Christopher Newport University did not maintain an actual LGBTQ Resource 
Center staffed by university employees, nor did they host LGBT-affirming resources on a 
public website available for students. While we did meet with the President of their Gay-
Straight Student Union on-campus, as well as speak with a counselor at their Health and 
Wellness Services program, these meetings did not constitute a limited public forum. 
However, we have included the recordings of our meetings with them and their statements for 
the purpose of documentation. Liberty Counsel, the litigation firm representing VoV, did not 
send a letter to this university due to the fact that one counselor and student-run group did not 
qualify as a limited public forum. 

In addition to inaccurate statements about the legality, efficacy, potential harm, and ethicality 
of SOCE therapy, LGBTQ Resource Center counselors and administrators also made a number 
of common misstatements about the nature of SOCE therapy, ex-gay organizations and 
religious ministries, as well as the etiology of homosexuality. 

http://www.VoiceoftheVoiceless.info
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Specific statements will be examined in detail in this report, and include:

•	 Improper terms for SOCE therapy, including names such as  “conversion” and 
“reparation” therapy. Such expressions are used pejoratively by those who oppose 
SOCE, are offensive, and should be avoided in a value neutral setting where public funds 
are utilized.  

•	 Simplified explanations of the nature of SOCE therapeutic interventions. Explanations 
of SOCE therapy ranged from being described as “not valid” or an “invalid” form of 
therapeutic treatment, while others referred to it as an attempt to “pray away the gay” that 
relies on purely behavioral methods of distraction and/or suppression. Such descriptions 
are based on negative portrayals by activists and opponents of SOCE, and do not reflect 
the work of licensed mental health practitioners who practice SOCE therapy.  

•	 Inaccurate outcomes of clients that undergo SOCE, including the use of scare tactics 
as a means of discouragement. Some counselors went so far as to suggest that SOCE 
therapy is inherently harmful and will ultimately cause a client to become anxious, 
depressed, and/or commit suicide. Such statements are inaccurate and rely on anecdotal 
evidence and/or studies that have used convenience samples.11 While SOCE therapy carries 
with it a level of risk, so does any form of medical or psychological treatment; and there is 
no scientific evidence that suggests it is more harmful than other forms of psychotherapy.  

•	 SOCE therapy is illegal and unethical. While laws have recently been passed to 
prohibit minors from undergoing SOCE therapy in California and New Jersey, it is still 
legal for adults to undergo SOCE therapy in these two states and is permitted for all 
clients in the other forty-eight states. Although some professional trade associations (i.e., 
American Psychological Association, American Counseling Association) caution and/
or discourage the use of SOCE, none of these organizations have gone as far as to regard 
the practice as unethical. Additionally, organizations such as the American Association 
of Christian Counselors (AACC) and the National Association for Research and Therapy 
of Homosexuality (NARTH), which comprise over 50,000 licensed mental health 
practitioners collectively, support a client’s right to pursue SOCE therapy. 

•	 Parents force their homosexual-oriented children to undergo SOCE therapy, and in 
some cases, isolate them by requiring them to attend “conversion therapy camps” in 
order to become heterosexual. Some anti-ex-gay activists have made accusations that 
parents have forced their homosexual children to undergo SOCE interventions, which 
include camps that rely on aversive (i.e., electroshock) methods for conversion.12 Such 
claims are myths and have been investigated and disproven, yet nonetheless were repeated 
by some LGBTQ Resource Center counselors as scare tactics to discourage students from 
pursuing SOCE therapy. 
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•	 Individuals who claim they have experienced sexual orientation change have only 
changed their behavior. SOCE therapy does not change an individual’s sexual 
attractions and desires. Such statements are not scientific and are impossible to verify. 
Research has demonstrated that some homosexual-oriented individuals can and do 
experience change, on a continuum, in their homosexual feelings and develop heterosexual 
attractions and desires.13  Thus, counselors who stated this are making unsubstantiated 
claims that are not grounded in science and is in direct violation of the APA’s “Leona Tyler 
Principle.”14, 15

•	 Homosexual feelings are biological and/or genetic. While there may be some biological 
pre-dispositions to the development of same-sex attractions, scientists have not been able 
to determine a simple biological explanation for the development of same-sex attractions. 
In 2008, the APA said:

There is no consensus among scientists about the exact reasons that an 
individual develops a heterosexual, bisexual, gay, or lesbian orientation. 
Although much research has examined the possible genetic, hormonal, 
developmental, social, and cultural influences on sexual orientation, no 
findings have emerged that permit scientists to conclude that sexual orientation 
is determined by any particular factor or factors. Many think that nature and 
nurture both play complex roles; most people experience little or no sense of 
choice about their sexual orientation.16

•	 Homosexual feelings are hard-wired and impossible to change. While no one simply 
chooses to experience homosexual feelings, they are not hard-wired and research 
indicates that some individuals may experience change or fluidity.17 For example, a recent 
comprehensive bibliographic review of literature spanning over 100 years summarized 
the research documenting successful outcomes of SOCE therapy. These interventions 
resulted in changing clients’ homosexual behaviors, attractions, identification, and/or 
feelings to various degrees of heterosexual adaptations, including exclusivity.18 A recent 
study indicated that while heterosexual feelings are more stable in both genders, women 
might have even more fluidity in their same-sex attractions than men.19 Similarly, previous 
research has found that heterosexual attractions are 17 times more stable in men and 30 
times more stable in women than homosexual attractions.20 

•	 Homosexual sexual activity is no more risky than heterosexual sexual activity as 
long individuals practice “safe sex”. Data from the Centers for Disease Control and 
Prevention found that in 2011, 94.9 percent of HIV diagnoses among young men ages 
13-19 were linked to men that have sex with men (MSM) and 94.1 percent of HIV cases 
among young men ages 20-24 were from MSM.21 While condoms may reduce the risk 
of contracting and spreading HIV through anal sex, the Food and Drug Administration 
has advised the following on their website:  “Condoms provide some protection, but anal 
intercourse is simply too dangerous to practice . . . condoms may be more likely to break 
during anal intercourse than during other types of sex because of the greater amount of 
friction and other stresses involved. Even if the condom doesn’t break, anal intercourse 
is very risky because it can cause tissue in the rectum to tear and bleed. These tears allow 
disease germs to pass more easily from one partner to the other.”22
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GeorGe Mason University 

George Mason University (GMU) is located Fairfax, VA. 
As the largest university in Virginia, GMU boasts a total 
enrollment of over 32,000 students spanning five 
campuses in northern Virginia. Their LGBTQ Resource 
Center is directed by Ric Chollar (see figure 1).23 Mr. 
Chollar previously corresponded with Parents and 
Friends of Ex-Gays (PFOX) in 2006 over brochures and 
resources that PFOX requested be made available to 
students in their LGBTQ Resource Center. At the time, 
PFOX suspected these resources were not being made 
available to QU students and submitted a Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA) request to obtain 
correspondence that might provide information on their 
suspicion that the materials were being suppressed. The 
content of that FOIA is 
listed under Appendix A. 

 
On September 4, 2013 VoV President Christopher Doyle met with 
Mr. Chollar, presenting as a graduate student with conflicts over 
his unwanted same-sex attraction due to his Christian beliefs. Mr. 
Chollar did not readily offer the brochures provided by PFOX 
during the session, nor did the LGBTQ Resource Center make 
them available alongside the many gay-affirming pamphlets 
and magazines offered. As a result, Liberty Counsel determined 
there was evidence to suggest that the actions of GMU’s LGBTQ 
Resource Center constituted viewpoint discrimination (See 
Appendix B). During the session, Mr. Chollar also made a 
number of troubling statements, which are described in detail 
below.

•	 The statement: “It no longer makes sense, necessarily, that there has to be a reason” why 
someone experiences specific sexual feelings towards another person is troubling. Click 
here to listen.

 - This dismisses the student’s feelings and convictions over not acting out on 
certain sexual impulses that may be rooted in dysfunction or trauma. By stating, 
“we see that as a basic part of them” is to suggest that someone has an inborn 
tendency to be attracted, or not attracted, towards a specific person or object. 
This is not scientifically correct. 

Figure 2. Photo of several 
“Out” magazines inside GMU’s 

LGBTQ Resource Center

Figure 1. Photo of GMU’s LGBTQ 
Resource Center

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1964
http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1964
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•	 Presenting only three options for a person struggling to reconcile their Christian 
faith and homosexual feelings as: 1) Stay in the conservative/fundamentalist Christian 
environment and have another part of their life as a place where they let themselves be gay, 
or essentially, live a double life; 2) Deny one part of themselves (faith) and allow the other 
part of themselves to take primary importance (sexuality); and 3) Look for another form of 
Christianity that upholds all of your basic values and embraces homosexuality. Click here 
to listen.

 - His statement, “every protestant denomination, catholic…every organized 
religion has within it groups and dogma, and thinking and beliefs that accept 
one’s homosexuality. Its every bit as possible, even to interpret the Bible as 
being ‘okay with us’ as it is not” is inaccurate in the sense that the official 
theology and doctrine of these religions does not accept homosexual behavior 
as God’s natural design. While some sects of Christianity/Judaism accept 
homosexual behavior as equivalent to heterosexuality, this is the exception, not 
the norm. 

 - Mr. Chollar is also placing his own bias and worldview instead of empathizing 
with the student’s values and supporting him in his goals. A more appropriate 
option would be to ask the student: “What does your faith tell you how you 
should behave in the context of sexuality?” and “Let me find a counselor, 
organization, or resource that can help you stay true to your faith while 
expressing your sexuality in a way that is honoring towards your beliefs.” 

•	 The statement: “There are definitely several organizations that believe they could help 
you to do that (change sexual orientation) . . . they could either call it ‘conversion therapy’ 
or ‘reparation therapy’ as if you’re repairing something.” Click here to listen.

 - This statement is inaccurate and a misunderstanding of the nature of SOCE 
therapy. The term ‘Reparative Therapy’ was coined by Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, 
and is a specific type of SOCE therapy that derives its meaning from the 
homosexual-oriented person’s reparative drive to fulfill unmet love needs 
through sexual eroticization of the same gender.24 This therapy does not attempt 
to repair or fix someone with same-sex attraction, as Mr. Chollar stated. 
Suggesting that a therapeutic intervention is an attempt to fix someone or 
something about a person that is broken, as he accused SOCE therapy of doing, 
may deter a student from considering this option. 

•	 The statement: “I wouldn’t talk someone out of trying (SOCE) if that is really what they 
wanted to do” is contraindicated by his assertion that “every psychological organization, 
every medical, organization, every psychiatric organization has taken a real strong stand 
that sexual orientation is something that is built into your body, and not something that 
can be changed (it’s right in there with eye color, and left handed/right handed/skin tone) 
. . . most of us in the counseling field have stopped looking into what is causing anything, 
because cause implies there is something wrong. . .and whatever is causing me to be gay, 
has caused someone else to be straight . . . the choice you have is what to do about it. My 

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1964
http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1964
http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1967
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own experience and professional expertise tells me that you do not choose who you are 
attracted to, you could not choose to stop having gay attraction. My understanding of what 
these reparation therapies do is behavioral change, so you can stop acting out sexually.” 

 - These statements are inaccurate in that he implies that same-sex attractions 
are an immutable characteristic like skin tone/eye color. He also incorrectly 
characterizes SOCE therapy as merely a behavioral therapy that helps 
people to not act out on sexual impulses. Further, professional psychological 
organizations such as AACC and NARTH affirm the belief that sexual 
orientation can change and support a client’s right to self-determination. 

•	 The statement: “Why would God give us a set of wiring or feelings or whatever if that 
wasn’t intended . . . now I get it that maybe you want to use God as your highest authority? 
That is still (having same-sex attractions) God moving through your life, so you’ll still be 
making decisions around ‘how do I interpret what God wants of me’ . . . there are lots of 
folks on this campus that identify as Christian and gay.” Click here to listen. 

 - This statement implies that individuals are born with same-sex attractions and 
assumes that having homosexual feelings means that one must live as a gay 
Christian. This statement excludes the possibility that a student may want to 
seek out counseling to understand why they have homosexual feelings and the 
possibility that these may be resolved by addressing the underling issues that 
are causing the feelings. 

•	 The statement: “What psychiatry, what psychology, what mental health say is that these 
attempts to change somebody actually do much more harm because they add more layers 
of shame. Imagine if you had a goal of stopping these feelings and you went to every 
class and did everything you were supposed and it still didn’t happen. People end up 
blaming themselves, feeling even more ashamed than when they started. It leads to greater 
depression, greater stress, suicide, it’s a mess . . . and again, I wouldn’t stop you from 
trying it if that’s the path you decide.” 

 - This dialogue is based on a number of statements that are inaccurate and 
unscientific. Mr. Chollar resorts to psychological manipulation in the effort to 
discourage the student from seeking out SOCE therapy. It is disingenuous to 
believe that a student would want to take part in a treatment after the counselor 
says it will cause shame, depression, and suicide. 

•	 While Mr. Chollar was sensitive to ask what Christian denomination the student adhered 
to, he only offers a place of worship (a gay-affirming church called the Metropolitan 
Community Church), and resources (“The Lord is My Shepherd and He Knows I’m Gay”) 
that are gay affirming. Click here to listen. 

 - The student specifically asks if the church is a place for someone that is 
questioning whether he or she wants to embrace their same-sex attractions, and 

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1995
http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1968
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Mr. Chollar indicated it would be a good place. A more appropriate referral for 
such a student in this situation would be a religious ministry or organization 
that supports individuals who do not wish to act on their homosexual impulses 
(Regeneration of Northern Virginia/Baltimore25 or an affiliate of Restored Hope 
Network26 are a couple of options). 

•	 The statement: “A number of states have actually made it illegal for therapists to practice 
that (SOCE therapy), so this is how potentially damaging it can be,” coupled with his 
reluctance to give out ex-gay brochures or provide a complete and comprehensive list of 
resources for those seeking SOCE is indicative of viewpoint discrimination and a failure to 
accurately meet the needs of students who may desire to change sexual orientation. Click 
here to listen.

 - Instead of helping the student find a referral through AACC, NARTH, or 
Restored Hope Network, he pointed to the disbanded Exodus International 
organization to further discourage the student. He also failed to explain that 
California and New Jersey’s laws prohibit SOCE therapy for minors only, 
suggesting that SOCE therapy is banned altogether in these states. 
 

Recommendations for policy Reforms

In order to make GMU’s LGBTQ Resource Center more welcoming and safe for QU students, 
we recommend a number of policy reforms that will help rectify the viewpoint discrimination 
that has occurred and the troubling statements that were made by Ric Chollar on September 4, 
2013. It would be appropriate for GMU to set aside a reasonable amount of funding from the 
LGBTQ Resource Center budget for the following:

1. Tolerance and sensitivity training for LGBTQ Resource Center, CAPS, and other 
professional counseling staff to better understand the needs of QU students.

2. Professional development training for LGBTQ Resource Center, CAPS, and other 
professional counseling staff in order to provide competent counseling and/or referrals 
for QU students.

3. Production and distribution of educational resources for QU students in LGBTQ 
Resource and counseling centers. The university should work with Voice of the 
Voiceless and Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays and Gays to ensure that resources do 
not contain anti-ex-gay bias and include appropriate information, including a list of 
referrals that are sensitive to the needs of QU students.

4. Periodic compliance checks from neutral university administrators to ensure that 
resources for QU students are prominently and properly displayed in LGBTQ Resource 
Center and counseling centers for distribution.

5. A list of online resources and referrals on the GMU Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, 
Transgender, Queer and Questioning Resources website that provide counseling, 
support, and legal assistance for former homosexuals and students with unwanted 
same-sex attractions.

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1968
http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=1968
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JaMes Madison University

James Madison University is located in 
Harrisonburg, VA and has a total enrollment of just 
under 20,000 students. Their LGBTQ Resource 
Center is staffed by Liz Howley, Assistant 
Director of the University Health Center’s 
Student Wellness Outreach Prevention Services 
(see figures 3-4).27 JMU has a history of anti-
ex-gay sentiment within their faculty and LGBT 
advocacy programs,28,29 and in the past has refused 
to display educational brochures offered by PFOX 
in their LGBTQ Resource Center. A FOIA request 
from 2009 obtained from PFOX indicated that 
faculty members of JMU were conspiring with 
other university LGBT activists and anti-ex-gay 
organizations such as Truth Wins Out and Lambda 

Legal to keep ex-gay information out of their LGBTQ Resource Center  (See Appendix C).   
 
On September 12, 2013, VoV President Christopher Doyle met with Liz Howley, presenting 
as a graduate student with conflicts over his unwanted same-sex attraction due to his 
Christian beliefs (click here to watch the video). Liz Howley did not offer any referrals for 
SOCE therapy during the session, nor did the LGBTQ Resource Center make them available 
alongside the many gay-affirming 
pamphlets and magazines offered. 
As a result, Liberty Counsel 
determined there was evidence 
to suggest that the actions 
of JMU’s LGBTQ Resource 
Center constituted viewpoint 
discrimination (See Appendix D). 
During the session, Liz Howley 
also made a number of troubling 
statements, which are described in 
detail below.

•	 The question: “Information wise, what do you think would help you” was appropriate. 
However, she quickly suggests a campus support group called “Queer to Questioning” that 
may not be acceptable for a student that is QU. It would have been more appropriate for 
Liz Howley to explore the student’s values around sexuality and then determine a suitable 
referral. Click here to watch the video.

•	 The statement: “New Jersey is one of the first states to outlaw that, what they 
call conversion therapy. Because in a lot of ways it can be very traumatic and very 

Figure 4.  JMU’s University Health Center, which houses  
the LGBTQ Resource Center

Figure 3. A photo from JMU’s Safe Zone  
program from the university website

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0iShrRzeOis
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3XxfGtLhYM
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psychologically detrimental to people. A lot of times parents will put their children in 
conversion therapy at young ages. If that’s something that people do as adults on their own 
accord, that’s one thing. When parents do that to children who really are essentially born 
that way, and acting that way, 2-3 years old. There’s a lot of different opinions.” Click here 
to watch the video.

 - Liz Howley misstates that SOCE is outlawed in New Jersey, rather than 
distinguishing the fact that a law was just passed to prohibit the therapy 
for minors only. She also incorrectly asserts that SOCE therapy (which she 
pejoratively calls ‘conversion therapy’) is traumatic and detrimental, which 
is scientifically incorrect. Additionally, her claims that many parents put their 
children in SOCE therapy against their will is impossible to verify, yet is stated 
as a fact. Finally, she suggests that children who exhibit homosexual tendencies 
at young ages are born with same-sex attraction, which is an oversimplification 
and is scientifically incorrect.30

•	 The statement: “It would be difficult (to have same-sex attractions) and be married to a 
woman, because you would be living a lie, and that’s why you see it happen in the media, 
with certain politicians who, like, have affairs on the side with men, because they weren’t 
truly being themselves” assumes that no one can live a heterosexual life while having 
unwanted same-sex attraction, and that doing so is not being true to oneself. Click here to 
watch the video.

 - This statement is offensive to individuals that may experience unwanted 
same-sex attractions and desire to remain true to their religious convictions 
and engage only in heterosexual behavior. It also ignores the fact that some 
individuals can and do experience change in sexual orientation through SOCE 
therapy.31 For such individuals, SOCE therapy and ex-gay organizations 
provide important guidance, support, and assistance.

•	 The statement: “A lot of people who choose to live that way, like I said, (living a 
heterosexual life with same-sex attractions) but they’re fundamentally unhappy. Think 
about the partner that you choose and how you’re lying to them for most of your life.”  
Click here to watch the video.

 - The student then goes onto share about his fear of emotional intimacy with 
women, to which Liz Howley seems unable to provide any insight. Never does 
she consider that perhaps this is may be the result of emotional trauma from 
women, or suggest to the student that he might want to explore the origins of 
these feelings. Further, to make a statement that people with unwanted SSA that 
live heterosexual lives are “fundamentally unhappy” is offensive, impossible to 
verify, and assumes that acting on same-sex attractions and not staying faithful 
to one’s deeply held religious convictions will make a person happy. 

•	 The response to the question: “What would it be like if I were to ‘come out’ to my 
church” was discouraging. Rather than encouraging the student to seek help from his 
religious community, which plays a very important role in his life, Liz Howley encourages 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3XxfGtLhYM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=G3XxfGtLhYM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJGp3sfgq34
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bJGp3sfgq34
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJ1rOSg9KcE
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the student to come out in other, more accepting places first and build support before 
attempting to tell people in the church. Click here to watch the video.

 - This response is disrespectful to the student’s faith and values in the sense 
that it may be more important that he seeks guidance from clergy and leaders 
in the church rather than develop a gay identity in secret and not integrate his 
sexuality with his faith. It also suggests that no one in the church can provide 
guidance, assistance, or support to those struggling with sexual orientation. 

•	 The statements about SOCE therapy: “That it comes from the perspective that having 
homosexual feelings is wrong and that the therapy is essentially brainwashing . . . some 
of them are way more intense than others. I think a lot of times when they are a lot more 
religious, when they talk about those feelings not being natural, and not feelings, but the 
devil. They used to (use electroshock therapy) but I don’t know if they do now . . . yeah, 
yeah, can you believe that someone would shock your brain into like, being straight . . . 
and a lot of them are very isolating, because sometimes they, like, take you away, isolate 
you for weeks or like months, like a camp, not all of them, but some of them are like that, 
yeah. So that’s why, especially the ones with the kids, the parents would ship their kids 
away for like, a month. Yeah, that in and of itself is like ‘hey I’m ganna ship you away and 
you’re ganna come back straight’ . . . so you know, it’s not really something that advocates 
in the LGBT (community) support, for sure, and it’s not something that’s healthy really 
anyway. It does a lot of stigmatizing and treating it as a disease that can be cured.” Click 
here to watch the video.

 - There are a number of statements made in this dialogue that are inaccurate and 
are based on stereotypes, including the assertion that religious SOCE programs 
suggest that homosexual feelings are from the devil. The counselor also cites 
a myth that kids are shipped away to “conversion therapy camps” to become 
straight.32 It is also incorrect to say that SOCE therapy is stigmatizing. For 
individuals that have unwanted SSA, SOCE therapy and ex-gay organizations 
provide support, guidance, and assistance to help clients meet their goals. 
Competent SOCE therapists respect the dignity of all clients, do not shame 
or stigmatize clients, nor do they treat their client’s homosexual feelings as a 
disease.33

•	 The statements: “There are health risks within (all) sexual activity . . . you always want 
to have protected sexual activity (wear a condom), and beyond that it’s not really any 
more risky (gay sex) than sexual activity with a female. I mean, if this were the 80’s than 
maybe I’d say, ‘yes, the risk of HIV is higher’ unless you have a partner that you know is 
engaged in other risky behaviors, just like if you had a female partner that you knew was 
in other risky behaviors. I guess you can say the risk is a little bit higher, because, I guess 
sometimes people will say it’s easier for males to transmit things than it is necessarily for a 
female to give something to a male, because essentially males are always, like, depositing 
things as opposed to a female who is not ever really depositing something in a male, but 
really as long as you’re using a condom and you’re not with somebody who’s an IV drug 
user . . . alcohol always is a risk, because when people are drunk and they’re having sex 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LmoUbbDK1U0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUNKXZ_-Kcg
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HUNKXZ_-Kcg
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than they’re usually less careful about using a condom and asking for consent. But yeah, 
you’re not like ‘Oh my God you’re having gay sex you’re super risky’.” Click here to 
watch the video.

 - The above statements are medically inaccurate. Data from the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention found that in 2011, 94.9 percent of HIV 
diagnoses among young men ages 13-19 were linked to men that have sex with 
men (MSM) and 94.1 percent of the HIV cases among young men ages 20-
24 were from MSM.34 While condoms may reduce the risk of contracting and 
spreading HIV through anal sex, the Food and Drug Administration has advised 
the following on their website:  “Condoms provide some protection, but anal 
intercourse is simply too dangerous to practice . . . condoms may be more 
likely to break during anal intercourse than during other types of sex because of 
the greater amount of friction and other stresses involved. Even if the condom 
doesn’t break, anal intercourse is very risky because it can cause tissue in the 
rectum to tear and bleed. These tears allow disease germs to pass more easily 
from one partner to the other.”35

•	 The statements: “There is not a lot of research that shows (sexual orientation) change. 
The research leads to being born that way, and also that there is a genetic component. I 
just saw something, I forgot, oh crap, I just saw it. There was a study that just came out 
saying that an older brother who’s gay, obviously it wasn’t like causation, but something 
about an older brother’s who’s gay raises the risk of a sibling, not a risk, but chances that a 
younger brother being gay . . . I don’t know, it’s a genetic link as well. But yeah, it’s really 
interesting the genetic component . . . yeah it’s biological. It would be nice if we could just 
like prove it, it would be great. Look it’s just genetic, but that would also kind of be bad, 
because then there would be somebody who’s like, ‘let’s take care of that gene’ and like, 
you know erase it or something.” Click here to watch the video.

 - While no one simply chooses to experience homosexual feelings, they are not 
hard-wired and research indicates that some individuals may experience change 
or fluidity.36 A recent study indicated that while heterosexual feelings are more 
stable in both genders, women might have even more fluidity in their same-sex 
attractions than men.37 Similarly, previous research has found that heterosexual 
attractions are 17 times more stable in men and 30 times more stable in women 
than homosexual attractions.38 

 - While there have been many studies attempting to find genetic and/or 
biological causes to same-sex attractions, the APA has stated that scientists 
cannot conclude that people are born homosexual.39 Further, researchers have 
reviewed the many biological theories surrounding homosexuality and have 
concluded that the evidence is not strong enough to support genetic, hormonal, 
or otherwise biological associations.40

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CjV36Ptvsc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9CjV36Ptvsc&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-DoOSb4r6tc
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Recommendations for policy Reforms

In order to make JMU’s LGBTQ Resource Center more welcoming and safe for QU 
students, we recommend a number of policy reforms that will help to rectify the viewpoint 
discrimination that has occurred and the troubling statements that were made by Liz Howley 
on September 12, 2013. It would be appropriate for JMU to set aside a reasonable amount of 
funding from their LGBTQ Resource Center budget for the following:

1. Tolerance and sensitivity training for LGBTQ Resource Center, CAPS, and other 
professional counseling staff to better understand the needs of QU students. 

2. Professional development training for LGBTQ Resource Center, CAPS, and other 
professional counseling staff in order to provide competent counseling and/or referrals 
for QU students. 

3. Medical accuracy training for LGBTQ Resource Center, CAPS, and other professional 
counseling staff, especially as it relates to contraception failure rates and the increased 
risk of HIV for men who have sex with men.  

4. Production and distribution of educational resources for QU students in LGBTQ 
Resource and counseling centers. The university should work with Voice of the 
Voiceless and Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays and Gays to ensure that resources do 
not contain anti-ex-gay bias and include appropriate information, including a list of 
referrals that are sensitive to the needs of QU students. 

5. Periodic compliance checks from neutral university administrators to ensure that 
resources for QU students are prominently and properly displayed in LGBTQ Resource 
Centers and counseling centers on campus. 

6. A list of online resources and referrals on the JMU & Community LGBTQIQA 
Resources/Safe Zone website that provide counseling, support, and legal assistance for 
former homosexuals and students with unwanted same-sex attractions. 

In the original publication of this document, it was reported that Dr. Tammy Gilligan was the 
staff member who met with Christopher Doyle. This was an unfortunate error, and has been 
corrected in the current version.
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University of virGinia 

The University of Virginia (UVA) is located in 
Charlottesville, VA and has a total enrollment of 
approximately 21,000 students. Their LGBTQ 
Resource Center is coordinated by Scott 
Rheinheimer (see figure 5).41 In 2012-2013 PFOX 
corresponded with Mr. Rheinheimer to request that 
understanding and tolerance brochures for former 
homosexuals and individuals with unwanted same-
sex attractions be placed in the LGBTQ Resource 
Center, and asked if Mr. Rheinheimer would 
include PFOX on a printable list of resources 
that is handed out to students when requesting 
information and/or referrals (see Appendix E). 
 

On September 9, 2013 VoV President Christopher Doyle met with Mr. Rheinheimer, 
presenting as a graduate student with conflicts over his unwanted same-sex attraction due 
to his Christian beliefs. Upon visiting the LGBTQ Resource Center and Mr. Rheinheimer’s 
office, it was discovered that not only were the PFOX materials not being displayed in his 
office or LGBTQ Resource Center (as he previously indicated in his e-mail exchange with 
PFOX) but that he was also not telling the truth when he stated that a printable list of resources 
and/or referrals did not exist. When Christopher 
Doyle met with Mr. Rheinheimer, he provided a 
printable list of resources that did not include any 
referrals to ex-gay organizations. He only wrote 
down Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays and Gays 
after a specific request for ex-gay resources from 
Christopher Doyle (see Appendix F). It is unlikely 
that students who were not aggressive in their 
request for ex-gay resources would have been 
directed or given PFOX’s brochures (or website), 
which Mr. Rheinheimer was unable to provide 
during the session (he said there was not enough to 
distribute). 

As a result, Liberty Counsel determined there was evidence to suggest that the actions of 
UVA’s LGBTQ Resource Center constituted viewpoint discrimination (see Appendix G). 
During the session, Mr. Rheinheimer also made a number of troubling statements, which are 
described in detail below. Unfortunately, the recording for this session was damaged during 
electronic transfer and only a few minutes exist. Click here to listen.

Figure 5. Gay-affirming literature in UVA’s 
LGBTQ Resource Center

Figure 6. A photo of the rotunda near UVA’s 
LGBTQ Resource Center

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=2364
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•	 The response Mr. Rheinheimer provided when asked if sexual orientation change was 
an option for someone with unwanted same-sex attractions, was that SOCE therapy is 
“damaging (and) would potentially cause suicide.” He also referred to SOCE therapy as 
“reparative therapy” in that it seeks to “repair” or “correct” homosexuality. 

 - There is no scientific evidence to suggest that SOCE therapy is inherently 
damaging, harmful, or causes suicide. Additionally, the term ‘Reparative 
Therapy’ was coined by Dr. Joseph Nicolosi, and is a specific type of SOCE 
therapy that derives its meaning from the homosexual-oriented person’s 
reparative drive to fulfill unmet love needs through sexual eroticization of 
the same gender.42 This therapy does not attempt to repair or fix someone 
with same-sex attraction, as Mr. Rheinheimer insinuated. Suggesting that a 
therapeutic intervention is an attempt to fix someone or something about a 
person that is broken, as he suggested SOCE therapy of doing, may deter a 
student from considering this option.

•	 The response Mr. Rheinheimer provided to the question: “What causes homosexuality” 
was that be believed people are born gay and that the studies generally point to a biological 
foundation. 

 - While there have been many studies attempting to find genetic and/or 
biological causes to same-sex attractions, the APA has stated that scientists 
cannot conclude that people are born homosexual.43 Further, researchers have 
reviewed the many biological theories surrounding homosexuality and have 
concluded that the evidence is not strong enough to support genetic, hormonal, 
or otherwise biological associations.44

•	 The response to the question: “Where could one find resources on the different theories 
surrounding the development of same-sex attractions,” Mr. Rheinheimer indicated that 
the best resource he knew of was The Huffington Post, which often publishes articles 
that cite studies on the various biological theories of homosexuality. When asked where a 
conservative with unwanted same-sex attractions might find information on homosexuality 
that is not influenced by liberal bias, Mr. Rheinheimer suggested the Log Cabin 
Republicans.

 - A more appropriate response would be to refer to the various professional 
psychological associations that are an authority on homosexuality, including the 
APA and NARTH. Referring to a partisan media outlet such as The Huffington 
Post or a political association such as the Log Cabin Republicans, which is gay 
affirming and anti-ex-gay, is not appropriate in this context.

•	 The response to the question: “Where could one find support on campus, either religious 
support or professional counseling, to change sexual orientation” was answered with 
a referral to a bisexual/gay men’s counseling group. Mr. Rheinheimer stated that this 
group follows the model of the APA, which has found that SOCE therapy is “ineffective, 
damaging, and harmful.”
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 - Mr. Rheinheimer’s reluctance to give out ex-gay brochures or provide a 
complete and comprehensive list of resources for those seeking SOCE therapy 
is indicative of viewpoint discrimination and a failure to accurately meet the 
needs of students who may desire to change sexual orientation. Instead of 
providing a referral through the American Association of Christian Counselors 
(AACC), the National Association for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality 
(NARTH), or Restored Hope Network, he made a referral to a gay affirming 
counseling group that would not be supportive of sexual orientation change.

•	 The response, when asked for specific referrals for counselors and organizations offering 
help for sexual orientation change, was: “Most of the counselors are religious and not 
therapists, and while there are some organizations out there who do this work, I’m not sure 
who they are and couldn’t tell you where to go.” Mr. Rheinheimer also described SOCE 
therapy as suppressing sexual urges that only utilized behavioral methods. 

 - Such descriptions are based on negative portrayals by activists and opponents 
of SOCE, and does not reflect the work of licensed mental health practitioners 
who practice SOCE therapy. Additionally, organizations such as the AACC 
and NARTH, which comprise over 50, 000 licensed mental health practitioners 
collectively, support the self-determination of clients who seek sexual 
orientation change. These practitioners are highly qualified, licensed by the 
state, and are not just religious advisors, as Mr. Rheinheimer suggested.  

Recommendations for policy Reforms

In order to make UVA’s LGBTQ Resource Center more welcoming and safe for QU 
students, we recommend a number of policy reforms that will help to rectify the viewpoint 
discrimination that has occurred and the troubling statements that were made by Mr. 
Rheinheimer on September 9, 2013. It would be appropriate for UVA to set aside a reasonable 
amount of funding from their LGBTQ Resource Center budget for the following:

1. Tolerance and sensitivity training for LGBTQ Resource Center, CAPS, and other 
professional counseling staff to better understand the needs of QU students.

2. Professional development training for LGBTQ Resource Center, CAPS, and other 
professional counseling staff in order to provide competent counseling and/or referrals 
for QU students.

3. Production and distribution of educational resources for QU students in LGBTQ 
Resource and counseling centers. The university should work with Voice of the 
Voiceless and Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays and Gays to ensure that resources do 
not contain anti-ex-gay bias and include appropriate information, including a list of 
referrals that are sensitive to the needs of QU students.

4. Periodic compliance checks from neutral university administrators to ensure that 
resources for QU students are prominently and properly displayed in the LGBTQ 
Resource Center and counseling centers for distribution.

5. A list of online resources and referrals on the UVA Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender 
(LGBT) Resource Center website that provide counseling, support, and legal assistance 
for former homosexuals and students with unwanted same-sex attractions.
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virGinia CoMMonwealth University

 
Virginia Commonwealth University (VCU) is 
located in Richmond, the capital of Virginia. As 
one the largest universities in Virginia, VCU boasts 
a total enrollment of almost 32,000 students. Ms. 
Lorin Hoisington, Graduate Assistant for LGBT 
& Women’s Services, is the co-director of VCU’s 
Office of Multicultural Student Affairs, which 
supports the university Safe Zone (See figure 7).45

 
On September 13, 2013 VoV President Christopher 
Doyle met with Ms. Hoisington, presenting as a 
graduate student with conflicts over his unwanted 

same-sex attraction due to his Christian beliefs. Ms. Hoisington was unable to provide any 
resources, organizations, or counselors that would assist him in the goal of changing sexual 
orientation. She also could not provide any 
guidance or direction, other than referrals for 
gay affirming counseling, nor did she provide, 
after specific requests, any list of organizations 
that could assist someone who desired to leave 
homosexuality (see Appendix H). As a result, 
Liberty Counsel determined there was evidence 
to suggest that the actions of VCU’s Office 
of Multicultural Student Affairs constituted 
viewpoint discrimination (see Appendix I). 
During the session, Ms. Hoisington also made 
a number of troubling statements, which are 
described in detail below.

•	 The response, when asked for resources for Christian individuals that are conflicted over 
their homosexual feelings, was to recommend the gay affirming Metropolitan Community 
Church. Click here to listen.

 - The student specifically states: “In my faith, I don’t know if I could go to a new 
church just because they accept homosexuality.” A more appropriate referral 
for such a student in this situation would be a religious ministry or organization 
that supports individuals who do not wish to act on their homosexual impulses 
(Set Free Richmond46 or an affiliate of Restored Hope Network47 are a couple 
of appropriate referrals). 

Figure 7.  VCU’s Office of Multicultural  
Student Affairs

Figure 8.  University Student Commons, which 
houses VCU’s Office of Multicultural Student  

Affairs and Safe Zone

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=2382
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•	 The response: “I’ve struggled with my own (sexual) identity . . . for me it was just like, 
at the end of the day, I’ve got to make myself happy before I can make others happy, and I 
feel that’s what God would want you to do” is inappropriate. Click here to listen.

 - Ms. Hoisington is inserting her own bias and worldview instead of empathizing 
with the student’s values and supporting him in his goals. A more appropriate 
response would be to ask: “What does your faith tell you how you should 
behave in the context of sexuality?” and “Is it more important for you to please 
God before yourself?” and “Let me find a counselor, organization, or resource 
that can help you stay true to your faith while expressing your sexuality in a 
way that is honoring towards it.”

•	 The response that was offered when the student asked, have you ever met or known 
someone who said they’ve changed sexual orientation: “The only thing I can think of, is 
like, we used to have a billboard on (Route) 95 in Richmond for a church that said that 
they could change feelings, but I believe that they took it down, because it made a lot of 
people upset . . . I guess because they felt like what they were feeling is wrong if people 
are telling them they can fix it . . . it was kind of controversial.” Click here to listen.

 - What Ms. Hoisington is probably referring to is a billboard campaign by PFOX 
in the mid-2000’s that advocated for the acceptance and civil rights of ex-gays 
(see Appendix J). Unfortunately, it’s very typical for those who are ignorant 
towards former homosexuals to assume that advocacy campaigns are motivated 
or sponsored by religious organizations. Additionally, to state that the billboard 
said a church could “fix it” (referring to sexual orientation) is irresponsible and 
a misrepresentation of the campaign by PFOX. 

•	 The response when talking about transgender issues, the etiology of homosexuality, 
and how changing sexual orientation is similar to changing gender: “What if I woke 
up and had a penis and was a man . . . that would be weird . . . (about changing sexual 
orientation) ummm…I don’t know about that one, I feel like it might be kind of hard.” 
Ms. Hoisington then denies having ever having heard about Exodus International but later 
admits to having watched the Lisa Ling “Our America” episode with Alan Chambers and 
Exodus International and later goes on to say, again, that she doesn’t know anything about 
organizations that help individuals leave homosexuality. Click here to listen.

 - Listening to the entire session, it is clear that Ms. Hoisington has heard of 
ex-gay organizations and is withholding information from the student. When 
discussing transgender issues, she doesn’t seem to think that changing one’s 
gender would pose any problems, but claims that changing sexual orientation 
would be “kind of hard.” All of her statements in this regard are misleading. 
She is also withholding medically accurate information on the health risks of 
changing one’s gender.48 

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=2382
http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=2387
http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=2388
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Recommendations for policy Reforms
 
In order to make VCU’s Office of Multicultural Student Affairs more welcoming and safe for 
QU students, we recommend a number of policy reforms that will help to rectify the viewpoint 
discrimination that has occurred and the troubling statements that were made by Ms. Hoising-
ton on September 13, 2013. It would be appropriate for VCU to set aside a reasonable amount 
of funding from their Office of Multicultural Student Affairs budget for the following:

1. Tolerance and sensitivity training for the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs, Safe 
Zone, CAPS, and other professional counseling staff to better understand the needs of 
QU students. 

2. Professional development training for the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs, Safe 
Zone, CAPS, and other professional counseling staff in order to provide competent 
counseling and/or referrals for QU students. 

3. Medical accuracy training for the Office of Multicultural Student Affairs, CAPS, 
and other professional counseling staff, especially as it relates to the health risks for 
transgender persons and those who seek sexual reassignment surgery to change gender.  

4. Production and distribution of educational resources for QU students in LGBTQ 
Resource and counseling centers. The university should work with Voice of the 
Voiceless and Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays and Gays to ensure that resources do 
not contain anti-ex-gay bias and include appropriate information, including a list of 
referrals that are sensitive to the needs of QU students.  

5. Periodic compliance checks from neutral university administrators to ensure that 
resources for QU students are prominently and properly displayed in the Office of 
Multicultural Student Affairs, Safe Zone, and other counseling centers on campus. 

6. A list of online resources and referrals on the VCU Division of Student Affairs 
University Counseling Services/Safe Zone website that provide counseling, support, 
and legal assistance for former homosexuals and students with unwanted same-sex 
attractions. 
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old doMinion University 

Old Dominion University (ODU) is located in Norfolk, 
VA with a total enrollment approaching 25,000 students. 
Mr. Ian McGowan is the leader of the ODU Out Student 
Alliance (see figure 9).49 According to their promotional 
material, “ODU Out is a student based organization 
that seeks to create a more accepting environment for 
LGBTQA individuals at ODU as well as the surrounding 
communities. We hope to accomplish this by hosting fun, 
engaging events that also help to promote education of 
LGBTQA issues (see Appendix K).” 
 
On September 20, 2013 VoV Advisory Board Member 
Chuck Peters called the ODU Division of Student 
Engagement and Enrollment Services “ODU Safe Space” program, presenting as an 
questioning student seeking anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual feelings. 
Enrollment Services referred Mr. Peters to Ian McGowan of the ODU Out Student Alliance. 
Mr. McGowan provided him with medically inaccurate advice, biased counseling, and failed 

to provide him with any ex-gay resources. ODU provides 
a wealth of information on the many practices and 
sub-cultures within the LGBT community, including 
a webpage of symbols that depicts flags such as the 
“Bear Culture” flag (attraction to hairy individuals) and 
“Leather Culture” flag (see figure 10).50 
 
As a result, Liberty Counsel determined there was 
evidence to suggest that the actions of ODU’s Out 
Student Alliance constituted viewpoint discrimination 
(see Appendix L). During the session, Mr. McGowan and 
other student members of ODU Out made a number of 
troubling statements, which are described in detail below.

•	 The statements: “It’s up to you, it’s your life. You have the power to go out and see and 
be with people. Because you’ve been with guys for kind of a long time, it doesn’t mean 
you can’t see what the other side is like . . . here we really look at sexuality as fluid, and 
it can change, and it can develop over time . . . and is not set in stone” was a very positive 
way for ODU Out to support the student in his goals of exploring his sexuality and desire 
to change sexual orientation. Click here to watch.

 - The one negative aspect of this dialogue is ODU Out’s phrase, “it’s not really 
change” but a “shift” —meaning, it’s really just about sexual preference. They 

Figure 9.  A Safe Space sign from 
ODU’s website

Figure 10.  A photo from ODU’s  
website depicting Leather Culture, 
which denotes practices and styles 
of dress organized around sexual 
activities and eroticism (“kink”)

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2XEuo1oq7g
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go on to cite an example of someone who was in a heterosexual marriage that 
decided later in life that he/she was really gay, as proof that people shift in their 
sexual orientation. It would have been more appropriate, in this context, to 
support the student’s goal by citing an example of a person who lived a gay life 
and then decided later that he/she really believe they were straight and decided 
to pursue heterosexuality, as well as citing some research that shows sexual 
orientation change.51

•	 The statements, being homosexuality is a part of your “genetic code” and your 
“personality” is inaccurate. The assertions that “it doesn’t matter why someone is attracted 
to the same-sex” and that is it “natural” are also subjective statements to make without 
scientific evidence to back up these claims. Click here to watch.

 - Although there is much speculation about why someone experiences same-sex 
attractions, scientists cannot conclude the exact causes. While there have been 
many studies attempting to find genetic and/or biological causes to same-sex 
attractions, the APA has stated that scientists cannot conclude that people are 
born homosexual.52 Further, researchers have reviewed the many biological 
theories surrounding homosexuality and have concluded that the evidence 
is not strong enough to support genetic, hormonal, or otherwise biological 
associations.53

•	 The statements: “Conversion therapy is essentially when people are sent away or go 
away to see a therapist or whatever, and it’s kind of like ‘praying away the gay’ . . . but 
some people feel that’s what they need. If you want to start dating women, you can . . . but 
you don’t need therapy to change . . . it’s all about figuring out what your brain wants . . . 
there’s some groups that feel conversion therapy is wonderful and it works, but then there’s 
some that actually say it’s inhumane. So there’s no consensus on it . . . some of the more 
opposition to it say ‘it’s a brainwashing type thing’ because you can make a person under 
any kind of extreme conditions (do something) to avoid pain . . . in ODU Out, we’ve (and 
I) have looked at the ‘pray away the gay’ camps. I don’t personally agree with it because I 
feel it’s brainwashing . . . I feel like a lot of people think being gay is a sickness, and I feel 
that’s what a lot of those camps are.” Click here to watch.

 - There are a number of statements in this dialogue that are inaccurate, including 
the assertion that religious SOCE programs suggest that homosexual feelings 
are a sickness. ODU Out also cites a myth that people are sent away to 
“conversion therapy camps” to become straight and that organizations to 
help those change sexual orientation are just “praying away the gay” and 
brainwashing participants.54 For individuals that have unwanted SSA, SOCE 
therapy and ex-gay organizations provide support, guidance, and assistance to 
help clients meet their goals. Competent SOCE therapists respect the dignity of 
all clients and do not treat their client’s homosexual feelings as a sickness or a 
disease.55

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZHPIcjgxrSk
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qOMNuBPqvhc
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•	 The statements about what the APA says about sexual orientation change are confusing 
and inaccurate. ODU Out refers to Margaret Cho (a comedian) and states that “people 
can identify whatever they want to identify as, but you don’t need to do all these things in 
order to change . . . some people call themselves ‘pan-sexual’.” Click here to watch. 

 - In this segment, ODU Out is clearly uninformed about the science around 
sexual orientation. Citing references to pop culture and comedians who say, 
“I’m not bi, I’m I” is inappropriate and not helpful to the student in this context. 
If this student were really looking for accurate information about sexual 
orientation, he would have come out of this session extremely confused. 

 - The statement: “You don’t need to do these things (counseling) in order 
to change” is troubling in the sense that the student is interested in why he 
experiences specific sexual feelings towards another person. Their response 
dismisses the student’s feelings and convictions over not behaving in certain 
ways that may be rooted in dysfunction, trauma, and/or are uncomfortable to him. 

 - The APA formed a Task Force in 2009 that issued a report on the outcomes of 
SOCE therapy in the research literature. In their systematic review of SOCE 
literature, they concluded that “research on SOCE (psychotherapy, mutual self-
help groups, religious techniques) has not answered basic questions of whether 
it is safe or effective and for whom,”56^ and that there are “no scientifically 
rigorous studies of recent SOCE that would enable a statement to be made 
about whether recent SOCE (interventions) are safe or harmful and for whom.” 
Another comprehensive review of SOCE literature by the National Association 
for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH) in 2009 came to a 
diametrically opposed conclusion. Reviewing 100 years of research and clinical 
literature, the report concluded that it is possible for some men and women to 
change from homosexuality to heterosexuality, and that efforts to change do not 
invariably result in harm.57

•	 The response to the question: “Am I wrong in trying to change my sexual orientation” is 
troubling. ODU Out says: “I think you’re coming from ‘how am (going to do this) I need 
to change, I need to change!’ But when it comes down to it, if you feel you need to change, 
you’ve already done it. You don’t have to go through a process, and there’s no ‘alright 
come out you’ve changed’ . . . and a lot of research says because this is on a personal level, 
and everybody’s different in the way they come out and identify, you know, the mental 
processes of it, there’s not a lot of research because it’s very difficult to gather that research 
and put things in categories . . .” Click here to watch.

^ This report has been criticized for insisting that SOCE outcome research exhibit high meth-
odological research standards while not demanding the same criteria be used to evaluate the 
efficacy of gay affirmative therapy, which the Task Force (as well as Virginia universities) 
recommended for all clients who experience homosexual feelings, whether LGBT or QU iden-
tified. For more information, see: Phelan, J.E., Goldberg, A. & Doyle, C. (2012). A Critical 
Evaluation of the Report of the Task Force on Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual 
Orientation, Resolutions, and Press Release. Journal of Human Sexuality, 4, 41-69.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJrfzUoIUf0
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HNqmPPDvcc
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 - The existential approach taken by one of the members of ODU Out by saying: 
“But when it comes down to it, if you need you need to change, you’ve already 
done it” is not helpful. It is simplistic to say that just by deciding to change 
sexual orientation, one can achieve it. Sexual orientation change involves 
multiple levels of transformation that may occur through therapeutic support, 
including: 1) Change in sexual identification; 2) Change in sexual behavior; 3) 
Change in sexual desires; 4) Change in sexual feelings; and 5) Change in sexual 
arousal patterns.y 

•	 The response to the question: “Are there any resources or pamphlets that talk about change 
at all” is not helpful. They point the student to the off-campus LGBT Resource Center and a 
Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays (PFLAG) meeting. Click here to watch.

 - It would have been appropriate at this point to give out ex-gay brochures or 
provide a complete and comprehensive list of resources for a student seeking 
SOCE therapy. Instead of providing a referral through Parents and Friends of 
Ex-Gays and Gays (PFOX), American Association of Christian Counselors 
(AACC), National Association for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality 
(NARTH), or Restored Hope Network, they made a referral to a gay affirming 
counseling group (PFLAG) that would not be supportive of sexual orientation 
change.

Recommendations for policy Reforms

In order to make the ODU Out Student Alliance more welcoming and safe for QU students, we 
recommend a number of policy reforms that will help to rectify the viewpoint discrimination 
that has occurred and the troubling statements that were made by Mr. McGowan on September 
20, 2013. It would be appropriate for ODU to set aside a reasonable amount of funding from 
their ODU Out Student Alliance budget for the following:

1. Tolerance and sensitivity training for the ODU Out Student Alliance, Safe Zone, CAPS, 
and other professional counseling staff to better understand the needs of QU students.

2. Professional development training for the ODU Out Student Alliance, Safe Zone, 
CAPS, and other professional counseling staff in order to provide competent 
counseling and/or referrals for QU students.

3. Production and distribution of educational resources for QU students in the ODU Out 
Student Alliance and counseling centers. The university should work with Voice of the 
Voiceless and Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays and Gays to ensure that resources do 
not contain anti-ex-gay bias and include appropriate information, including a list of 
referrals that are sensitive to the needs of QU students. 

4. Periodic compliance checks from neutral university administrators to ensure that 
resources for QU students are prominently and properly displayed in the ODU Out 
Student Alliance, Safe Zone, and other counseling centers on campus.

5. A list of online resources and referrals on the ODU Division of Student Engagement & 
Enrollment Services website that provide counseling, support, and legal assistance for 
former homosexuals and students with unwanted same-sex attractions. 

y  This is the author’s opinion, based on clinical practice with clients undergoing SOCE.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-HNqmPPDvcc
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Christopher newport University 

Christopher Newport University (CNU) is one 
the smallest and youngest universities in Virginia. 
Located in Newport News, VA (see figure 11) 
it has an enrollment of just over 5,000 students. 
CNU does not maintain an actual Resource 
Center staffed by university employees, nor do 
they host LGBT-affirming resources on a public 
website available for students. VoV Advisory 
Board Member Chuck Peters did, however, meet 
with members of their Gay-Straight Student 
Union (GSSU) on-campus, and Christopher 
Doyle spoke with a counselor at the university  
Health and Wellness Services program. 

However, these meetings did not constitute viewpoint discrimination because CNU has not 
established a limited public forum. Therefore, Liberty Counsel did 
not send a letter to CNU due to the fact that a student on-campus 
group and counselor does not qualify as a limited public forum. 
However, we have included their statements in this report for the 
purposes of documentation. 

Meeting with the CNU Gay-Straight Student Union

•	 The first segment of Chuck Peter’s meeting with members of 
the GSSU focused on sexual orientation, self-identification, 
and gender expression. One of the students identified 
as “Gender Queer” which was described as gender-fluent or androgynous. Although 
appearing as a female, the self-identification given by this student was “they” and not 
“he or she”. “They” is sexually attracted to “male-presenting” individuals. The other 
student identified as bisexual and described how he initially thought for the first sixteen 
years of his life that he was gay, but then developed opposite sex attractions as he became 
older. This student also talked about how bisexuality is stigmatized and frowned upon in 
the LGBT community because some view bisexuals as “greedy” and just wanting to be 
(sexually) with a lot of different people. “They” also commented that generally, women’s 
sexuality is more fluid than men’s sexuality, and bisexuality is more accepted among 
women in the LGBT community.  Click here to watch. 

Figure 11.  CNU’s Paul and Rosemary 
Trible Library

Figure 12.  CNU’s Athletic Logo

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a_3F21GnHmU
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 - The experiences and opinions of these students are consistent with recent 
research, which indicates that while heterosexual feelings are relatively stable 
in both genders, women might have even more fluidity in their same-sex 
attractions than men.58 Similarly, previous research has found that heterosexual 
attractions are 17 times more stable in men and 30 times more stable in women 
than homosexual attractions.59

•	 The response, when asked if there is a “gay gene” and “do you think I was born with an 
attraction towards guys” is incorrect. The male student remarks, “I’ve always viewed it 
as something you’re born with” and then both discuss that there is no choice in sexual 
orientation, while there is some choice in gender expression. “They” states, “It’s primarily 
nature and not nurture.” Click here to watch.

 - While there may be some biological pre-dispositions to the development 
of same-sex attraction, scientists have not been able to determine a simple 
biological explanation for the development of homosexuality. In 2008, the 
APA said: “There is no consensus among scientists about the exact reasons that 
an individual develops a heterosexual, bisexual, gay, or lesbian orientation. 
Although much research has examined the possible genetic, hormonal, 
developmental, social, and cultural influences on sexual orientation, no findings 
have emerged that permit scientists to conclude that sexual orientation is 
determined by any particular factor or factors. Many think that nature and 
nurture both play complex roles; most people experience little or no sense of 
choice about their sexual orientation.”60 Further, researchers have reviewed the 
many biological theories surrounding homosexuality and have concluded that 
the evidence is not strong enough to support genetic, hormonal, or otherwise 
biological associations.61

•	 The response, when asked about therapy to help change sexual orientation, was 
discouraging and biased. The students referred to “pray away the gay camps” and referred 
to SOCE therapy in simplistic terms (i.e., classical operant conditioning). When asked 
about research on SOCE therapy, the students were unable to provide any specifics and 
referred to opinions of LGBT advocates. Click here to watch.

 - The APA formed a Task Force in 2009 that issued a report on the outcomes of 
SOCE therapy in the research literature. In their systematic review of SOCE 
literature, they concluded that “research on SOCE (psychotherapy, mutual self-
help groups, religious techniques) has not answered basic questions of whether 
it is safe or effective and for whom,” and that there are “no scientifically 
rigorous studies of recent SOCE that would enable a statement to be made 
about whether recent SOCE (interventions) are safe or harmful and for 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MT1pgvyi3nQ&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kfky7UnGToI&feature=youtu.be
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whom.”62z Another comprehensive review of SOCE literature by the National 
Association for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH) in 2009 
came to a diametrically opposed conclusion. Reviewing 100 years of research 
and clinical literature, the report concluded that it is possible for some men and 
women to change from homosexuality to heterosexuality, and that efforts to 
change do not invariably result in harm.63

 - The students were also influenced by the myth that children are sent to 
“pray away the gay conversion therapy camps” to become straight and that 
organizations to help those change are just “praying away the gay” and 
brainwashing participants.64

Phone Consultation with CNU Psychologist Julie Langdal

On Thursday, September 26, 2013 VoV President Christopher Doyle contacted CNU’s 
university Health and Wellness Services,65 presenting as a Christian student with unwanted 
same-sex attractions, in order to determine what kind of response he would receive for his 
request for help. Below is the transcript of the phone consultation.

•	 When asking for general information for support, Ms. Langdal referred to an LGBT 
Center in Norfolk, VA which has a lot of information on their website (AccessAIDS.
org). “If you’re looking for social support, The GSSU is a resource, a student organization 
that is open to anyone who identifies as LGBT. They do some outreach and promote 
awareness of LBGT issues and they also try to be a safe and welcome environment.” 

•	 When asked: “What if my faith says I shouldn’t act out on these (homosexual) feelings?” 
Ms. Langdal said: “That’s a tough spot to be in, I can empathize with that. You kind of 
hit on one of my passionate pieces...I went to seminary and have a master’s degree (in 
theology) and I believe that equality is for everyone. Sometimes you talk to be people 
who are completely anti-gay Christians. I would say it’s important to find people who are 
accepting of you no matter what - having social support is really important. Perhaps find a 
church in this area that is accepting and supporting (of your homosexuality).”

•	 When asked: “Can I change my homosexual feelings?” Ms. Langdal stated: “That’s a 
very hard question...I don’t know how to answer that. If you don’t want to have any sexual 
feelings...you can certainly train yourself on how not to do that. I have to tell you that my 
bias here is that I do not want to help someone repress something that is a part of them.” 

z This report has been criticized for insisting that SOCE outcome research exhibit high 
methodological research standards while not demanding the same criteria be used to evaluate 
the efficacy of gay affirmative therapy, which the Task Force (as well as Virginia universities) 
recommended for all clients who experience homosexual feelings, whether LGBT or QU iden-
tified. For more information, see: Phelan, J.E., Goldberg, A. & Doyle, C. (2012). A Critical 
Evaluation of the Report of the Task Force on Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual 
Orientation, Resolutions, and Press Release. Journal of Human Sexuality, 4, 41-69.
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•	 When asked: “Would you help me or can someone on campus help me change sexual 
orientation?” Ms. Langdal stated: “I couldn’t do that - that would go against everything I 
believe it. Some people do it - you wouldn’t find people at this counseling center that do 
that. What people do all the time . . . it’s unfair. It damages them in an intro-psychic way. It 
can lead to more inner conflict. People who repress that often become depressed, anxious, 
angry, and bitter and resentful of the choices them make. If anyone represses a part of 
themselves it leads to psychological distress.”

•	 When asked: “Where would I find resources on campus or online...do you know of 
anything?” Ms. Langdal stated: “Kind of...I don’t know a lot about it. I know it’s not 
empirically supportive; there is no scientific data to prove that it works. In the field of 
psychology, it’s not a legitimate practice. Maybe conditioning, when you train yourself to 
do something and condition yourself. But I honestly don’t know a lot of what is done. I 
am psychologist and I can’t support it - I am a person who wants you to be able to explore 
your options.” 

•	 When asked: “What would be the best path for me?” Ms. Langdal stated: “You just want 
to figure out who you are. You have gay attractions and it’s freaking you out and you need 
to talk to someone about it. Again, I would be careful because if someone is conservative 
they might try to convince you that your feelings are wrong or sinful. When people say 
that homosexuality is sinful, you have to read Leviticus, it says a lot of people should be 
put to death for certain practices. I fully believe that it is 100 percent okay to be gay and 
it’s not a sin. These problems in the Bible are about interpretation. I can’t abide by a belief 
system that claims to love all, yet hate some.”

•	 When asked: Are there any resources or referrals for SOCE therapy, Ms. Langdal stated: 
“I don’t know of anything on campus - some of the Christian groups might know. I think 
it’s called ‘Reparative Therapy’ it’s also known as ‘conversion therapy’ and I don’t know 
of any place on campus that has information on that.” 

•	 When asked: “Was I born this way?” Ms. Langdal stated: “I think people are born gay, 
that’s what the evidence and data from all types of studies suggest, that it’s an innate thing. 
There is a spectrum ...people fall in the middle. Part of it is innate because it’s not a choice 
and not a product of environment.”

The advice Ms. Langdal offered on the phone consultation was biased and scientifically incor-
rect. She relied on stereotypes of SOCE therapy, described SOCE therapy in simplistic terms, 
made unfounded claims that it causes damage and is harmful, and espoused the discredited be-
lief that people are born homosexual. She also failed to keep the interests of the client first and 
insisted he accept his homosexual feelings, regardless of his spiritual and religious values that 
tell him he should not act out on these impulses. When asked for specific referrals for counsel-
ing and/or support, she refused to offer any ex-gay resources or information for SOCE therapy. 
Instead, she referred to strictly gay affirming student organizations and community resources. 
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 Recommendations for policy Reforms

In order to make the CNU’s GSSU more welcoming and safe for QU students, we recommend 
a number of policy reforms that will help to rectify the marginalization towards students that 
experience unwanted same-sex attraction. We also believe that specific reforms should occur 
at the CNU counseling center, based on troubling statements that were made by Ms. Langdal 
on September 26, 2013. It would be appropriate for CNU to set aside a reasonable amount of 
funding from the GSSU and counseling center for the following:

1. Tolerance and sensitivity training for the CNU GSSU, Safe Zone, CAPS, and 
university Health and Wellness Services staff to better understand the needs of QU 
students. 

2. Professional development training for the CNU GSSU, Safe Zone, CAPS, and 
university Health and Wellness Services staff in order to provide competent counseling 
and/or referrals for QU students. 

3. Production and distribution of educational resources for QU students in the CNU 
GSSU, Safe Zone, and CAPS/Health and Wellness Services counseling center. The 
university should work with Voice of the Voiceless and Parents and Friends of Ex-
Gays and Gays to ensure that resources do not contain anti-ex-gay bias and include 
appropriate information, including a list of referrals that are sensitive to the needs of 
QU students.  

4. Periodic compliance checks from neutral university administrators to ensure that 
resources for QU students are prominently and properly displayed in the GSSU, Safe 
Zone, CAPS/Health and Wellness Services counseling center. 
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ColleGe of williaM and Mary

The College of William and Mary (W&M) is located in Williamsburg, Virginia. As one the 
smaller higher education institutions in Virginia, W&M has a total enrollment of just over 
8,000 students. Ms. Margie Cook is the Assistant Director of the Center for Student Diversity 
(See figure 13).66 Connected to the this office is W&M’s Safe Zone Ally program, which 

serves to “foster a campus environment 
where lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer and questioning 
(LGBTQ) members of our community 
feel safe, welcome, respected and 
supported.”67 
 

On September 20, 2013 VoV Advisory Board Member Chuck Peters met with Ms. Cook, 
presenting as a graduate student with conflicts over his unwanted same-sex attractions. Ms. 
Cook was unable to provide any resources, organizations, or counselors that would assist 
him in the goal of changing sexual orientation. She also could not provide any guidance or 
direction, other than referrals for gay affirming 
counseling, nor did she provide, after specific 
requests, any lists or organizations that could assist 
someone who desired to leave homosexuality. As 
a result, Liberty Counsel determined there was 
evidence to suggest that the actions of W&M’s 
Center for Student Diversity constituted viewpoint 
discrimination (see Appendix M). During the 
session, Ms. Cook also made a number of troubling 
statements, which are described in detail below. 
Click here to listen.

•	 The response to the question, are people born 
that way (homosexual): “On the science end of things, what I know, is that we don’t 
really know what causes anybody’s sexual orientation. Sexuality is difficult to understand; 
physiologically what’s going on, we don’t have it all sorted out yet. People make 
arguments all the time about people are born one way or chose one way, but in reality, 
we don’t exactly know. It’s been studied, obviously, and the studies that have been done 
that I am aware of, I think, are showing some results that there is a biological factor, a 
genetic component, but those studies aren’t so conclusive that we know perhaps with 
certainty. Because we haven’t been able to identify where in somebody’s DNA is the gene 
that determines someone’s sexual orientation. We don’t know that. We don’t know where 
the little switch is, or what’s going on exactly that, I guess makes anybody in their sexual 
orientation. We don’t know why and we don’t know where to look . . . the difference is just 
that for people who are heterosexual, we assume that they were born that way, right, and 
when people are not heterosexual that’s when the question comes up. Were you born this 

Figure 13.  A photo from W&M’s Safe Zone Ally 
webpage, which provides a number of resources and 

referrals for LGBTQ students

Figure 2.  A photo from the College of  
William and Mary, located in historic  

Williamsburg, VA

http://www.voiceofthevoiceless.info/?attachment_id=2396
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way or did you choose it . . . so although scientifically, we don’t know if we’re absolute 
certain, I think, there’s preliminary indication, there’s something genetic or biological 
going on.”

 - Ms. Cook’s response was accurate when she said that “we don’t know with 
certainty what causes homosexuality” based on what the APA said in 2008.68 
While there may be some biological pre-dispositions to the development of 
same-sex attraction, researchers have reviewed the many biological theories 
surrounding homosexuality and have concluded that the evidence is not strong 
enough to support genetic, hormonal, or otherwise biological associations.69

 - Ms. Cook then states her opinion that because heterosexuals, just like 
homosexuals, grow up feeling sexual certain sexual feelings with no sense of 
choice, this indicates that both heterosexuality and homosexuality is biological. 
However, there exist many types of sexual preferences, orientations, interests, 
and paraphilia. Some theories have indicated that certain sexual interests, 
whether heterosexual or homosexual, occur during critical developmental 
periods, and are not the result of pre-natal or biological influences.70,71

•	 The response to the question, is there some kind of therapy that you can go to, to 
possibly change? “This is a very controversial idea. There are people out there who offer 
a therapy, usually with the idea of helping people to not be gay. That practice is pretty 
widely condemned in the American Psychological Association . . . the APA takes the 
stance that sexual orientation is not a disease, not a mental illness, not a disorder, so there 
is nothing that needs to be cured, so to speak, right, and that to try to encourage the idea 
that somebody can change their sexual orientation is ultimately unhealthy for that person. 
I think their stance is, that whether or not someone is born with a sexual orientation, it’s 
something that is in place very early in life, before you can make a conscious choice about 
it, so the idea of therapy that can change somebody, even the organizations that have done 
that, most of them have said, we can’t change anybody’s sexual orientation, we can only 
change their behavior. So what they will say is, we can’t help you not to be gay or bisexual 
or whatever, but we can work with you to not act on your feelings. So that’s the distinction, 
and unfortunately most of the people who take that approach, trying to change sexual 
orientation, I think do it for ethically dubious reasons, because they place a value judgment 
on sexual orientation, that it’s a sin, and abnormal, and therefore needs to be changed. So 
I would say in terms of therapy to change, personally I don’t believe and I think most of 
the professional world doesn’t believe it’s possible. What you do, I think, is decide for 
yourself how to be comfortable with whatever sexual orientation you have . . . people can 
make choices on what type of relationships they want to pursue.”

 - Ms. Cook’s assertion that the APA’s official stance on sexual orientation 
change is that it is “ultimately unhealthy” is scientifically incorrect and a 
misrepresentation of their stance. The APA formed a Task Force in 2009 that 
issued a report on the outcomes of SOCE therapy in the research literature. In 
their systematic review of SOCE literature, they concluded that “research on 
SOCE (psychotherapy, mutual self-help groups, religious techniques) has not 
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answered basic questions of whether it is safe or effective and for whom,” and 
that there are “no scientifically rigorous studies of recent SOCE that would 
enable a statement to be made about whether recent SOCE (interventions) 
are safe or harmful and for whom.”72** Another comprehensive review of 
SOCE literature by the National Association for Research and Therapy of 
Homosexuality (NARTH) in 2009 came to a diametrically opposed conclusion. 
Reviewing 100 years of research and clinical literature, the report concluded 
that it is possible for some men and women to change from homosexuality to 
heterosexuality, and that efforts to change do not invariably result in harm.73

 - Ms. Cook’s statement that SOCE therapy only helps change sexual behavior, 
not feelings or attractions, is scientifically incorrect. While activists and 
opponents of SOCE make this claim, there is no scientific evidence to support 
it. Thus, her recommendation in this situation is based on unsubstantiated 
claims that are not grounded in science and is in direct violation of the APA’s 
“Leona Tyler Principle.”74,75 

 - Ms. Cook’s claim, that most people who seek sexual orientation change do so 
for “ethically dubious reasons” that is based on the idea that homosexuality 
is a “sin” and “abnormal” is offensive to individuals who are guided by their 
religious/spiritual values and seek to make choices on their sexuality based 
on their faith values. To suggest that this is “ethically dubious” is to insult the 
student, and does not respect their right to self-determination. 

•	 The statement: “What happens unfortunately for a lot of people is that they, either 
feel, they are not accepting of their own gay identity or gay feelings towards members 
of the same sex or other people are not accepting of them, they feel compelled to have 
relationships with the opposite sex, but because the feelings don’t go away they end up in 
a situation where they publicly have a relationship with somebody of the opposite sex, but 
because the feelings are still there, they end up having same-sex people on the side, and 
that’s not healthy for anyone.” 

 - It appears that Ms. Cook’s lesbian sexual identity and opinion that people 
cannot change or diminish homosexual feelings have created a biased view, 
and therefore she is speaking only from her own experience while ignoring 
the fact that many people do experience change through SOCE therapy and 
go on to live heterosexual, faithful lives to their opposite-sex spouse. While it 

** This report has been criticized for insisting that SOCE outcome research exhibit high 
methodological research standards while not demanding the same criteria be used to evaluate 
the efficacy of gay affirmative therapy, which the Task Force (as well as Virginia universities) 
recommended for all clients who experience homosexual feelings, whether LGBT or QU iden-
tified. For more information, see: Phelan, J.E., Goldberg, A. & Doyle, C. (2012). A Critical 
Evaluation of the Report of the Task Force on Appropriate Therapeutic Responses to Sexual 
Orientation, Resolutions, and Press Release. Journal of Human Sexuality, 4, 41-69.
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is impossible to verify the exact numbers of faithfulness, her suggestion that 
most people with homosexual feelings that marry an opposite sex partner will 
ultimately be unfulfilled in their heterosexual relationships and end up with 
same-sex relationships on the side is unscientific, offensive, and impossible to 
verify. 

•	 Her response, to the question, is SOCE therapy unhealthy? “That’s the consensus, the 
professional consensus. The APA has actually come out with a statement that this is not 
an ethical or accepted form of mental health treatment, because it’s essentially trying to 
encourage somebody to change something that even the people practicing that therapy 
acknowledge can’t change . . . it can trap people into the phenomenon of publicly, 
outwardly having a relationships with people of the opposite sex, but because the desires 
for people of the same-sex don’t go away, they end up acting on those covertly, having 
affairs, so it’s harmful in that it can lead a person into a life that isn’t congruent with 
one’s values . . . it’s not mentally healthy to cheat on a partner . . . and the harm is just 
that instead of leading a person, a mental health treatment, that can help someone come to 
terms with (their sexuality) . . . it leads a person to deny a part of themselves.”

 - These statements are offensive to the individual’s right of self-determination. It 
is the student’s right to determine what is and is not healthy for their lives, not 
a professional association or counselor that holds a different world view. While 
Ms. Cook talks about congruency and living a life according to certain values, 
she ignores the fact that it might be incongruent for a student with certain 
religious/spiritual to pursue a homosexual life. While she states her opinions 
about the potential harm that can come from SOCE therapy, she also ignores 
the health risks of gay sex and the increased risk for HIV among men who have 
sex with men.76 

 - Although some professional trade associations (i.e., American Psychological 
Association, American Counseling Association) caution and/or discourage the 
use of SOCE therapy, none of these organizations have gone as far as to regard 
the practice as unethical. Additionally, organizations such as the American 
Association of Christian Counselors (AACC) and the National Association 
for Research and Therapy of Homosexuality (NARTH), which comprise over 
50,000 licensed mental health practitioners collectively, support a client’s right 
to pursue SOCE therapy.

•	 The response, to the question on resources to help change sexual orientation, Ms. Cook 
referred the student to the counseling center, which would take the approach that change in 
sexual orientation is not possible, and only help him accept his same-sex attractions. 

 - This response is inappropriate and unethical. Ms. Cook’s reluctance to provide 
a complete and comprehensive list of resources for those seeking SOCE 
therapy is indicative of viewpoint discrimination and a failure to accurately 
meet the needs of students who may desire to change sexual orientation. Instead 
of providing a referral through AACC, NARTH, or Restored Hope Network, 
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she made a referral to the gay affirming counseling center that would not be 
supportive of sexual orientation change.

Recommendations for policy Reforms

In order to make W&M’s Center for Student Diversity more welcoming and safe for QU 
students, we recommend a number of policy reforms that will help to rectify the viewpoint 
discrimination that has occurred and the troubling statements that were made by Ms. Cook on 
September 20, 2013. It would be appropriate for W&M to set aside a reasonable amount of 
funding from their Center for Student Diversity budget for the following:

1. Tolerance and sensitivity training for the Center for Student Diversity, Safe Zone, 
CAPS, and other professional counseling staff to better understand the needs of QU 
students. 

2. Professional development training for the Center for Student Diversity, Safe Zone, 
CAPS, and other professional counseling staff in order to provide competent 
counseling and/or referrals for QU students. 

3. Medical accuracy training for the Center for Student Diversity, CAPS, and other 
professional counseling staff, especially as it relates to the increased health risks for 
men who have sex with men.  

4. Production and distribution of educational resources for QU students in Center for 
Student Diversity and counseling centers. The university should work with Voice of 
the Voiceless and Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays and Gays to ensure that resources 
do not contain anti-ex-gay bias and include appropriate information, including a list of 
referrals that are sensitive to the needs of QU students.  

5. Periodic compliance checks from neutral university administrators to ensure that 
resources for QU students are prominently and properly displayed in the Center for 
Student Diversity, Safe Zone, and other counseling centers on campus. 

6. A list of online resources and referrals on the W&M Center for Student Diversity 
website that provide counseling, support, and legal assistance for former homosexuals 
and students with unwanted same-sex attractions. 
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ConClusion:  
The Importance of Equality and Justice for all sexual Orientations

As this report demonstrated, QU students were marginalized and discriminated against at 
every university we visited in Virginia. While some LGBTQ Resource Centers simply lacked 
the necessary knowledge and information to offer students who might want to pursue SOCE 
therapy, others, unfortunately, were actively suppressing ex-gay resources and discouraging 
QU students by using scare tactics, misrepresenting the facts of SOCE, and portraying those 
who have experienced sexual orientation change in a negative light. For the LGBTQ Resource 
Centers that made a concerted effort to suppress information, misrepresent SOCE therapy, and 
portray those who have experienced sexual orientation change in a negative light, not only are 
they engaging in viewpoint discrimination, but sexual orientation discrimination as well. 

While former homosexuals have existed as a sexual minority for quite some time, only 
within the last five years have they been recognized as a distinct sexual orientation that needs 
protection from harassment and discrimination under nondiscrimination laws.77 When an 
LGBTQ Resource Center staff favors certain sexual orientations (i.e., LGBT) over others 
that may be unpopular or politically incorrect, such as former homosexuals or ex-gays, this 
is unlawful. For example, transgender individuals are celebrated by the university centers 
for changing their gender identity, but ex-gays who change their sexual orientation from 
homosexual to heterosexual are disfavored, maligned, and discredited. This conduct may also 
be against the university’s policies on sexual orientation nondiscrimination, because such 
actions defeat their own mission statements on sexual orientation diversity, tolerance, and 
inclusion. 

Some university LGBTQ Resource Center employees may feel justified in suppressing 
information on SOCE therapy due to their beliefs that SOCE is harmful, damaging, and/or 
ineffective. While those beliefs may not be grounded in scientific fact, it is understandable 
why they may feel justified in withholding this information. However, it is important to note 
that the PFOX brochures that were rejected by many of these university centers were not even 
about SOCE therapy, but rather, discussed anti-bullying (click here to view), tolerance, and 
respect for former homosexuals (click here to view). Regardless of one’s viewpoint regarding 
SOCE therapy, reasonable individuals can still agree that tolerance, respect, and bullying 
prevention for former homosexuals and individuals with unwanted same-sex attractions is a 
worthy goal that promotes diversity and appreciation of sexual orientation. Yet, many of the 
LGBTQ Resource Center employees still refused to make these brochures readily available 
for interested students. Instead, they contributed to the intolerance and bullying of former 
homosexuals by saying negative things and repeating stereotypes in the effort to discredit the 
ex-gay community and discourage QU students from seeking resources that aligns with their 
spiritual/religious values. 

In a paper titled “Hate Speech on Campus”, the American Civil Liberties Union provides 
an excellent discussion on the problem of censoring unpopular and/or politically incorrect 
viewpoints on college campuses:
    

http://pfox.org/Prevent-Bullying-at-School.pdf
http://pfox.org/Tolerance-for-Ex-Gay-Community.pdf
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Many universities, under pressure to respond to the concerns of those who are the objects 
of hate, have adopted codes or policies prohibiting speech that offends any group based 
on race, gender, ethnicity, religion or sexual orientation. That’s the wrong response, 
well-meaning or not. The First Amendment to the United States Constitution protects 
speech no matter how offensive its content. Speech codes adopted by government-
financed state colleges and universities amount to government censorship, in violation 
of the Constitution. And the ACLU believes that all campuses should adhere to First 
Amendment principles because academic freedom is a bedrock of education in a free 
society. How much we value the right of free speech is put to its severest test when the 
speaker is someone we disagree with most. Speech that deeply offends our morality or 
is hostile to our way of life warrants the same constitutional protection as other speech 
because the right of free speech is indivisible: When one of us is denied this right, all of 
us are denied. Since its founding in 1920, the ACLU has fought for the free expression 
of all ideas, popular or unpopular. That’s the constitutional mandate. Where racist, 
sexist and homophobic speech is concerned, the ACLU believes that more speech—not 
less—is the best revenge. This is particularly true at universities, whose mission is 
to facilitate learning through open debate and study, and to enlighten. Speech codes 
are not the way to go on campuses, where all views are entitled to be heard, explored, 
supported or refuted. Besides, when hate is out in the open, people can see the problem. 
Then they can organize effectively to counter bad attitudes, possibly change them, 
and forge solidarity against the forces of intolerance. College administrators may find 
speech codes attractive as a quick fix, but as one critic put it: “Verbal purity is not social 
change.” Codes that punish bigoted speech treat only the symptom: The problem itself is 
bigotry. The ACLU believes that instead of opting for gestures that only appear to cure 
the disease, universities have to do the hard work of recruitment to increase faculty 
and student diversity; counseling to raise awareness about bigotry and its history, and 
changing curricula to institutionalize more inclusive approaches to all subject matter.78 

LTBTQ Resource Centers routinely hold campus wide events in order to educate students 
on sexual orientation. Accordingly, their bias and outright discrimination against the ex-
gay community reaches the student population at large and affects the entire student body. 
Thus, it is clear that this discrimination and marginalization goes beyond assisting QU 
students and offering them resources and referrals for SOCE therapy. Through the recordings 
and descriptions in this report and the FOIA’s listed in the appendices, it is evident that 
discrimination at the hands of Virginia LGBTQ Resource Centers is very broad-based and 
affects the entire university, including those students who do not have same-sex attractions 
but are educated by LGBTQ Resource Centers, their campus wide events, and additional 
educational programs. Therefore, in addition to the specific policy recommendation changes 
suggested for each LGBTQ Resource Center in this report, tolerance training for the entire 
university campus staff and student body is necessary in order to achieve meaningful reform 
on Virginia university campuses.
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http://pfox.org/Judge_Ross%27_Memorandum_Opinion.pdf
https://www.aclu.org/print/free-speech/hate-speech-campus
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appendix B

 
Post Office Box 540774 
Orlando, FL 32854-0774 
Telephone: 800•671•1776 
Facsimile: 407•875•0770 
www.LC.org

      122 C St. N.W., Ste. 640 
Washington, DC 20005 

Telephone: 202•289•1776 
Facsimile: 202•216•9656 

 

Post Office Box 11108 
Lynchburg, VA 24506-1108 

Telephone: 434•592•7000 
Facsimile: 434•592•7700 

liberty@LC.org 
 

Reply to: Virginia 
 

September 25, 2013 
 
Via U.S. Mail and E-Mail 
Angel Cabrera 
Office of the President 
George Mason University 
4400 University Drive, Ste D103 
Fairfax, VA 22030 
CABRERAA@GMU.EDU 

 
RE:  Viewpoint discriminatory conduct by LGBTQ Center 

 
Dear President Cabrera: 

 
Liberty Counsel writes on behalf of Voice of the Voiceless ("VOV") and 

Christopher Doyle, President and Co-Founder of VOV. Mr. Doyle met with Ric Chollar of 
the Department of LGBTQ Resources, presenting as an LGBT student seeking 
anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual feelings. Mr. Doyle documents Mr. 
Chollar as having provided him with medically-inaccurate advice and biased counseling, 
and having refused to provide him with ex-gay resources. We write to urge the 
University to include all viewpoints on this issue and remind it and Mr. Chollar that 
presenting only one viewpoint is not only wrong, but can cause harm to students. 
 

By way of brief introduction, Liberty Counsel is a civil liberties litigation, education 
and policy organization with headquarters in Orlando, Florida, and offices in 
Washington, D.C., California and Virginia. Much of our work involves defending First 
Amendment rights for distribution of literature in public places. We have had much 
success in litigating access to literature distribution forums where access has been 
denied by public officials, especially in public education institutions. 
 
 The mission of Voice of the Voiceless is to defend the rights of former 
homosexuals, individuals with unwanted same-sex attraction, and their families. VOV 
also supports the faith-based community and works actively in the United States to 
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Angel Cabrera 
George Mason University 
September 25, 2013 
Page 2 
 
defend the constitutional rights of all Americans to share their views of homosexuality in 
the public forum. VOV supports similar international efforts and provides assistance, 
whenever possible, to individuals and organizations abroad who align with VOV's 
mission and goals. 
 
 As I understand it, the University has established an LGBTQ Center that seeks to 
foster the development of LGBTQ students, faculty, staff, alumni, and allies. Among 
other things, the center offers counseling and literature regarding sexual orientation. Mr. 
Doyle recently visited the University’s LGBTQ Center, presenting as a graduate student 
seeking anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual feelings at the Center, and 
Mr. Chollar refused to provide an ex-gay resources or informational materials. Mr. 
Chollar told Mr. Doyle that he may "become depressed and commit suicide because 
many people go through change therapy and don't change and then become 
disillusioned," although there is no data that says this. He quoted Exodus International 
to Mr. Doyle, saying they "harmed" people and that people don't really change sexual 
orientation, just their sexual behavior. Mr. Chollar went further, stating that "rather than 
changing, it would be better for you to change churches, change policy in your church 
and take part in activism." Alternatively, Mr. Chollar told Mr. Doyle he could live with his 
same-sex attraction, and remain married, but it would be like living a double life. Despite 
the fact that the LGBTQ center had been given brochures by ex-gay organizations such 
as PFOX, they were not displayed, Mr. Chollar refrained from offering them, and only 
after Mr. Doyle had to aggressively seek them. 
 

By establishing the Center (and a brochure rack in the Center), the University 
has established a limited public forum for the purpose of distributing non-University 
literature concerning sexuality in general, and gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and transgender 
sexuality in particular. In so doing, it has permitted literature expressing viewpoints on 
those matters to be distributed at this location in a public building. Mere disagreement 
with the content of speech or literature is an insufficient reason to deny access to a 
limited forum. It is axiomatic that the government may not regulate speech based on its 
substantive content or the message it conveys. Other principles follow from this precept.  

 
In the realm of private speech or expression, government regulation may not 

favor one speaker over another. Discrimination against speech because of its message 
is presumed to be unconstitutional...when government targets not subject matter but 
particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of the First Amendment is 
all the more blatant. Viewpoint discrimination is thus an egregious form of content 
discrimination. The government must abstain from regulating speech when the specific 
motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the 
restriction. Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 
819, 828-29 (1995). When a government opens a forum for literature distribution, it must 
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treat all persons and groups seeking to use the forum equally, regardless of their 
viewpoint. Good News Club v. Milford Central School District, 533 U.S. 98 (2001). The 
actions of the University, as carried out by Mr. Chollar in refusing to even mention the 
existence of ex-gay resources when repeatedly requested by an individual ostensibly 
experiencing confusion over his sexuality, or conflict between his sexuality and his faith, 
demonstrate that the University favors the speech of the LGBT community over the ex-
gay community. The University has suppressed and deemed the viewpoints of ex-gays 
on human sexuality and sexual orientation as unworthy of exhibition and distribution by 
the University, while the viewpoints of gays and others are favored and deemed worthy 
by the University. 
 

Liberty Counsel urges the University to include viewpoints from the ex-gay 
community - those individuals and organizations who have transcended the LGBT 
identification - on the same basis that it provides viewpoints from those currently 
identifying as LGBT. Not only does prohibiting ex-gay information at the Center harm 
students, it could lead to the University's exposure to unnecessary liability for civil rights 
violations.  
 

For these reasons, we are asking you to please respond to this letter in 
writing by October 25, 2013, with assurances that materials provided by Mr. Doyle and 
other ex-gay individuals and organizations will be given equal treatment in the Center's 
literature distribution forum, on the same basis as those currently identifying as LGBT. If 
we do not receive such a response, we will conclude that the above-stated facts are an 
accurate representation of the positions and practices of the University, and will take 
further steps to prevent irreparable harm to the rights of our clients. 
 
 We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
      Richard L. Mast, Jr.† 
 
RLM:jml 
CC 
Via Email 
Ric Chollar        rchollar@gmu.edu 
                                                 
† Licensed in Virginia 
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From: PFOX [mailto:PFOX@pfox.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 6:27 PM
To: jmulgbta@gmail.com
Subject: FW: Diversity and inclusion
Importance: High
 
SECOND REQUEST!   PLEASE RESPOND!!!
 
From: PFOX [mailto:PFOX@pfox.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 6:16 PM
To: ‘jmulgbta@gmail.com’
Subject: Diversity and inclusion
Importance: High
 
To:
James Madison University
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT) and Ally Education Program
LGBT Resource Library
 
Greetings!  We are Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays & Gays (PFOX), a non-profit organization 
supporting families and the ex-gay community.  
 
PFOX provides educational materials on same sex attractions, gender confusion, anti-bullying, 
and tolerance.  We request that you include our brochures on these topics in your LGBT 
Resource Library and make them available to the students in a positive manner. 
 
We also request that you include our website www.pfox.org on your website list of resources. 
 
Your LGBT Resource Library and program do not provide any resources for students with 
unwanted same sex attractions or gender confusion.  Nor are there any positive resources 
on the ex-gay community. Your web links recommend gay affirming religions but no ex-gay 
ministries.
 

mailto:PFOX@pfox.org
mailto:jmulgbta@gmail.com
mailto:PFOX@pfox.org
mailto:jmulgbta@gmail.com
http://www.pfox.org/
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Therefore, in addition to our brochures, which have been distributed across the country, we 
would also like to donate ex-gay books for the students’ use.  Copies of the brochures we wish 
to donate are at the below links:
 
http://pfox.org/Tolerance-for-Ex-Gay-Community.pdf
http://pfox.org/Feelings-Change-Get-the-Facts%202009-01-19.pdf
http://pfox.org/Prevent-Bullying-at-School.pdf
http://pfox.org/Can-Sexual-Origintation_Change.pdf
http://pfox.org/Gender-Identity-Disorder-brochure-teens.pdf
 
Please advise us to the number of brochures we can mail you.
 
Our best wishes for a successful school year.
 
Sincerely,
 
Regina
 
Regina Griggs
Executive Director
Parents and Friends of E-Gays & Gays
PFOX
pfox@pfox.org

http://pfox.org/Tolerance-for-Ex-Gay-Community.pdf
http://pfox.org/Feelings-Change-Get-the-Facts 2009-01-19.pdf
http://pfox.org/Prevent-Bullying-at-School.pdf
http://pfox.org/Can-Sexual-Origintation_Change.pdf
http://pfox.org/Gender-Identity-Disorder-brochure-teens.pdf
mailto:pfox@pfox.org
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Post Office Box 540774 
Orlando, FL 32854-0774 
Telephone: 800•671•1776 
Facsimile: 407•875•0770 
www.LC.org

   122 C St. N.W., Ste. 640 
Washington, DC 20005 

Telephone: 202•289•1776 
Facsimile: 202•216•9656 

 

Post Office Box 11108 
Lynchburg, VA 24506-1108 

Telephone: 434•592•7000 
Facsimile: 434•592•7700 

liberty@LC.org 
 

Reply to: Virginia 
 

September 25, 2013 
 
Via U.S. Mail and E-Mail 
Jonathan R. Alger 
Office of the President 
James Madison University 
MSC 7608 
Harrisonburg, Virginia 22807 
ALGERJR@JMU.EDU 
 

RE:  Viewpoint discriminatory conduct at Office of Student Activities and 
Involvement 

 
Dear President Alger: 

 
Liberty C ounsel w rites on behalf of V oice o f t he V oiceless ("VOV") a nd 

Christopher Doyle, President and Co-Founder of  VOV. Mr. Doyle met with 
 of  t he O ffice of S tudent A ctivities and I nvolvement, presenting as an LG BT 

student seeking anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual f eelings. Mr. Doyle 
documents as having pr ovided him w ith medically-inaccurate adv ice and 
biased counseling, and having refused to provide him with ex-gay resources. We write 
to ur ge t he U niversity to i nclude al l v iewpoints on this issue and r emind i t an d 

that presenting onl y one v iewpoint i s not onl y wrong, but  can cause harm to 
students. 
 

By way of brief introduction, Liberty Counsel is a civil liberties litigation, education 
and policy or ganization w ith hea dquarters in O rlando, F lorida, and o ffices in 
Washington, D .C., C alifornia and V irginia. M uch o f o ur w ork i nvolves defending F irst 
Amendment r ights for di stribution o f l iterature i n pu blic places. We have ha d much 
success in l itigating a ccess to l iterature di stribution forums where acce ss has been 
denied by public officials, especially in public education institutions. 
 

 

appendix D
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James Madison University 
September 25, 2013 
Page 2 
 
 The m ission of V oice o f t he V oiceless is to de fend t he r ights of f ormer 
homosexuals, i ndividuals with unw anted sa me-sex at traction, an d t heir families. VOV 
also su pports the faith-based co mmunity and w orks actively i n t he U nited S tates to 
defend the constitutional rights of all Americans to share their views of homosexuality in 
the pu blic forum. VOV supports similar i nternational e fforts and provides assistance, 
whenever possi ble, t o i ndividuals and or ganizations abroad w ho al ign w ith VOV's 
mission and goals. 
 
 As I understand i t, the University has established the LGBTQ student center at 
the Office of Student Activities and Involvement, seeking to foster the development of 
LGBTQ students, faculty, staff, alumni, and allies. Among other things, the center offers 
counseling and  l iterature r egarding se xual orientation. M r. D oyle recently visited t he 
University’s LGBTQ center, presenting as a g raduate st udent seeking ano nymous 
counseling and resources for unwanted homosexual feelings, and  refused 
to pr ovide ex-gay r esources or i nformational m aterials. When M r. D oyle aske d abou t 
changing hi s attractions, said t hat ' conversion therapy' i s motivated by  
religious extremists, that i t's very " isolating" and so metimes parents "ship their kids off 
for months at a time" to "make them straight." When Mr. Doyle asked about the health 
risks of gay sex, she said it was "perfectly safe as long as you wear a condom," despite 
the fact that there is no condom approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
for anal sex, and in spite of the fact that the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
recently r eported t hat 94. 9 per cent o f H IV di agnoses among t eenage boy s (13-19-
years-old) were l inked t o g ay sex and 94.1 per cent o f t he c ases am ong y oung m en 
ages 20-24 w ere f rom g ay se x. When Mr. D oyle sa id t hat he  was not c omfortable 
identifying as "gay," and w ould be i nterested in change,  said the "queer to 
questioning" group would be appropriate for him, implying that therapy or counseling for 
the pur poses of change w ould be v ery har mful.  h eavily di scouraged M r. 
Doyle f rom t rying any therapy to reduce or el iminate any  unw anted same-sex 
attractions. No resources were of fered or  made available, even after Mr. Doyle asked 
for brochures.  did, however, suggest that reading sports celebrities stories 
of "coming out of the closet" would help Mr. Doyle accept his homosexual feelings. 
 

By est ablishing the LG BT Center at the O ffice o f S tudent Activities and 
Involvement (and a b rochure rack in t he C enter), t he Un iversity has established a 
limited public forum for the purpose of distributing non-University l iterature concerning 
sexuality in general, and gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and transgender sexuality in particular. 
In so doi ng, i t has permitted l iterature ex pressing v iewpoints on t hose matters to be 
distributed at  this location in a publ ic building. Mere disagreement with the content o f 
speech or  l iterature i s an i nsufficient r eason t o deny acce ss t o a l imited forum. I t i s 
axiomatic that t he g overnment m ay not  r egulate sp eech base d on i ts substantive 
content or the message it conveys. Other principles follow from this precept.  
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In t he r ealm o f pr ivate sp eech or ex pression, g overnment r egulation may no t 

favor one speaker over another. Discrimination against speech because of its message 
is presumed t o b e u nconstitutional...when g overnment t argets not su bject matter b ut 
particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of the First Amendment is 
all t he m ore bl atant. Viewpoint di scrimination i s thus an eg regious form o f co ntent 
discrimination. The government must abstain from regulating speech when the specific 
motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the 
restriction. Rosenberger v.  R ector and Visitors of t he U niversity of V irginia, 5 15 U .S. 
819, 828-29 (1995). When a government opens a forum for literature distribution, it must 
treat all per sons and g roups seeking t o use t he forum eq ually, r egardless of t heir 
viewpoint. Good News Club v. Milford Central School District, 533 U.S. 98 (2001). The 
actions of the University, as carried out by Mr. Rheinheimer in refusing to mention the 
existence o f ex -gay r esources when repeatedly requested by an i ndividual ostensibly 
experiencing confusion over his sexuality, or conflict between his sexuality and his faith, 
demonstrate that the University favors the speech of the LGBT community over the ex-
gay community. The University has suppressed and deemed the viewpoints of ex-gays 
on human sexuality and sexual orientation as unworthy of exhibition and distribution by 
the University, while the viewpoints of gays and others are favored and deemed worthy 
by the University. 
 

Liberty C ounsel urges the U niversity t o i nclude v iewpoints from t he ex-gay 
community - those i ndividuals and organizations who h ave t ranscended t he L GBT 
identification - on the sa me b asis that i t provides viewpoints from those cu rrently 
identifying as LGBT. Not only does prohibiting ex-gay information at  t he Center harm 
students, it could lead to the University's exposure to unnecessary liability for civil rights 
violations.  
 

For t hese r easons, w e ar e aski ng y ou t o please respond t o t his l etter i n 
writing by October 25, 2013, with assurances that materials provided by Mr. Doyle and 
other ex-gay individuals and organizations will be given equal treatment in the Center's 
literature distribution forum, on the same basis as those currently identifying as LGBT. If 
we do not receive such a response, we will conclude that the above-stated facts are an 
accurate representation o f t he posi tions and practices of the University, and will t ake 
further steps to prevent irreparable harm to the rights of our clients. 
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 We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
      Richard L. Mast, Jr.†

 
 

RLM:jml 
CC 
Via Email 

        

                                                 
† Licensed in Virginia 
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From: Rheinheimer, Scott (smr9s) [mailto:smr9s@eservices.virginia.edu] 
Sent: Friday, April 19, 2013 12:18 PM
To: PFOX
Subject: RE: Diversity and Inclusion
 
Hi Regina,
 
I currently have your material in my office available with other national and regional resources. We 
also have some PFOX general information material in the Center. I also read through this email chain 
and looked for a printable list of resources in my office (or the Center). I cannot find a list like that, 
however, I have a folder of a variety of resources (national and regional) that PFOX is included in. This 
summer, I will be working to condense and review a lot of these resources as some look out-of-date (or 
even defunct). After that, I may try to develop that list or update the website to reflect the approach I 
will take to information distribution.
 
As for books, I am checking into our procedure for collecting items for the library as I had another 
person offer to donate books earlier this month, too. I’ve only been in the position for 2 and a half 
months and am learning the process for such tasks.
 
I apologize for the wait on that, but I’ll be in touch soon.
 
Scott
_________________
Scott Rheinheimer
Coordinator for the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and Transgender Resource Center
University of Virginia
Newcomb Hall 164A
(434) 924-7447

From: PFOX [mailto:PFOX@pfox.org] 
Sent: Friday, April 12, 2013 3:04 PM
To: Warwick, Edward (esw4f)
Cc: smr9s@virginia.edu
Subject: RE: Diversity and Inclusion
 
I have looked at your updated website for this school year and it does indeed show that the Center 
distributes a list of resources at http://www.virginia.edu/deanofstudents/lgbt/?page_id=19 (For a list of 
additional LGBTQ Resources (Virginia and National), please contact Scott Rheinheimer.) 
 
We would like PFOX to be included in that list of resources. 
 
We would also like ex-gay books to be included in the LGBT Resource Center Library.  Currently, 
none are listed there.  We would like to donate some ex-gay books for the students.
 
Thank you,
 
Regina
 

mailto:smr9s@eservices.virginia.edu
mailto:PFOX@pfox.org
mailto:smr9s@virginia.edu
http://www.virginia.edu/deanofstudents/lgbt/?page_id=19
mailto:smr9s@virginia.edu
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Regina Griggs
Executive Director
Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays & Gays
PFOX
pfox@pfox.org
804-453-4737

        ~ Supporting Equal Rights for the Ex-Gay Community ~
 
This message is intended for the individual(s) or entity(ies) named in the header that appears either at the 
beginning or at the conclusion of all material in this message (depending on your email software). This 
message may contain material that is privileged or confidential. If you are not the intended recipient, 
please do not read, copy, use or disclose this communication to others; also please notify the sender by 
replying to this message, and then delete it from your system. Thank you.
 
From: Warwick, Edward (esw4f) [mailto:esw4f@eservices.virginia.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, February 29, 2012 2:21 PM
To: PFOX
Subject: RE: Diversity and Inclusion
 
Ms. Griggs,
 
Sorry I overlooked your e-mail of January 25 until recently.  In response to your questions and concerns, 
the LGBT Resource Center does not distribute a list of resources.  We do make available on site 
brochures and information including yours.
 
Sincerely,
 
Ed Warwick
 
Edward S. Warwick
Program Coordinator, LGBT Student Services
Office of the Dean of Students
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
P.O. Box 400708
Charlottesville, VA 22904
p: 434.924.7133
f: 434.924.3889 
e: edwarwick@virginia.edu
 

mailto:pfox@pfox.org
mailto:esw4f@eservices.virginia.edu
mailto:edwarwick@virginia.edu
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From: PFOX [mailto:PFOX@pfox.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, January 25, 2012 6:10 PM
To: Warwick, Edward (esw4f)
Subject: RE: Diversity and Inclusion
 
Dear Mr. Warwick,
 
Thank  you for your response.
 
Please list PFOX on your UVA list of additional LGBTQ Resources (Virginia and National), and please email 
us a copy of that list.

Again, we are concerned that none of UVA’s resources provide any information for students with unwanted 
same sex attractions or gender confusion.  How do students access such information or are made aware that it 
is available?
 
Sincerely,
 
Regina
 
Regina Griggs
Executive Director
Parents and Friends of E-Gays & Gays
PFOX
pfox@pfox.org
 
From: Warwick, Edward (esw4f) [mailto:esw4f@eservices.virginia.edu] 
Sent: Tuesday, December 13, 2011 2:57 PM
To: PFOX
Subject: RE: Diversity and Inclusion
 
Dear Ms. Griggs,
 
I write in response to your email dated November 30 2001. Our Resource Center includes PFOX literature for 
access on the same basis as other information generally. You have requested that the updated PFOX literature 
be made available in the Center, and we will do so. Please send us your standard shipment of brochures and 
materials. We have recently revamped our web site, which entailed the removal of external links including the 
PFLAG link. Thank you for taking the time to write to us.
 
Sincerely,
Ed Warwick
 
Edward S. Warwick
Program Coordinator, LGBT Resource Center
Office of the Dean of Students
UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA
P.O. Box 400708
Charlottesville, VA 22904
p: 434.924.7133
f: 434.924.3889 
e: edwarwick@virginia.edu
 
“Give Hope” through the 2011 Commonwealth of Virginia Campaign
www.virginia.edu/cvc  

mailto:PFOX@pfox.org
mailto:pfox@pfox.org
mailto:%5Bmailto:esw4f@eservices.virginia.edu%5D
mailto:edwarwick@virginia.edu
http://www.virginia.edu/cvc
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From: PFOX [mailto:PFOX@pfox.org] 
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2011 6:31 PM
To: odos@virginia.edu; esw4f@virginia.edu
Subject: Diversity and Inclusion
Importance: High
 
University of Virginia
Office of the Dean of Students
Lesbian Gay Bisexual Transgender (LGBT)
c/o Mr. Edward Warwick
Coordinator for the LGBT Resource Center
 
Greetings! We are Parents and Friends of Ex-Gays & Gays (PFOX), a non-profit organization 
supporting families and the ex-gay community.  
 
PFOX provides educational materials on same sex attractions, gender confusion, anti-bullying, and 
tolerance. We request that you include our updated brochures on these topics in your LGBT Resource 
Center and make them available to the students in a positive manner. 
 
We also request that you include our website www.pfox.org on your website list of resources. 
 
Your LGBT Resource Center does not provide any resources for students with unwanted same sex 
attractions or gender confusion. Nor are there any positive resources on the ex-gay community.
 
Therefore, in addition to our brochures, which have been distributed across the country, we would also 
like to donate ex-gay books and videos for the students’ use. Copies of the brochures we wish to donate 
are at the below links:
 
http://pfox.org/Tolerance-for-Ex-Gay-Community.pdf
http://pfox.org/Feelings-Change-Get-the-Facts%202009-01-19.pdf
http://pfox.org/Prevent-Bullying-at-School.pdf
http://pfox.org/Can-Sexual-Origintation_Change.pdf
http://pfox.org/Gender-Identity-Disorder-brochure-teens.pdf
 
Please advise us to the number of brochures we can mail you.
 
Our best wishes for a successful school year.
 
Sincerely,
 
Regina
 
Regina Griggs
Executive Director
Parents and Friends of E-Gays & Gays
PFOX
pfox@pfox.org

mailto:%5Bmailto:PFOX@pfox.org%5D
mailto:odos@virginia.edu
mailto:esw4f@virginia.edu
http://www.pfox.org/
http://pfox.org/Tolerance-for-Ex-Gay-Community.pdf
http://pfox.org/Feelings-Change-Get-the-Facts 2009-01-19.pdf
http://pfox.org/Prevent-Bullying-at-School.pdf
http://pfox.org/Can-Sexual-Origintation_Change.pdf
http://pfox.org/Gender-Identity-Disorder-brochure-teens.pdf
mailto:pfox@pfox.org
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appendix G

Post Office Box 540774
Orlando, FL 32854-0774
Telephone: 800•671•1776
Facsimile: 407•875•0770
www.LC.org

122 C St. N.W., Ste. 640
Washington, DC 20005

Telephone: 202•289•1776
Facsimile: 202•216•9656

Post Office Box 11108
Lynchburg, VA 24506-1108

Telephone: 434•592•7000
Facsimile: 434•592•7700

liberty@LC.org

Reply to: Virginia

September 25, 2013

Via U.S. Mail and E-Mail
Teresa Sullivan
Office of the President
University of Virginia
P.O. Box 400224
Charlottesville, VA 22904-4224
TAS6N@VIRGINIA.EDU

RE: Viewpoint discriminatory conduct by LGBTQ Student Services

Dear President Sullivan:

Liberty Counsel writes on behalf of Voice of the Voiceless ("VOV") and 
Christopher Doyle, President and Co-Founder of VOV. Mr. Doyle met with Scott 
Rheinheimer, Coordinator for LGBTQ Student Services, presenting as an LGBT student
seeking anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual feelings. Mr. Doyle 
documents Mr. Rheinheimer as having provided him with medically-inaccurate advice
and biased counseling, and having refused to provide him with ex-gay resources. We 
write to urge the University to include all viewpoints on this issue and remind it and Mr. 
Rheinheimer that presenting only one viewpoint is not only wrong, but can cause harm 
to students.

By way of brief introduction, Liberty Counsel is a civil liberties litigation, education 
and policy organization with headquarters in Orlando, Florida, and offices in 
Washington, D.C., California and Virginia. Much of our work involves defending First 
Amendment rights for distribution of literature in public places. We have had much 
success in litigating access to literature distribution forums where access has been 
denied by public officials, especially in public education institutions.

The mission of Voice of the Voiceless is to defend the rights of former 
homosexuals, individuals with unwanted same-sex attraction, and their families. VOV
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also supports the faith-based community and works actively in the United States to 
defend the constitutional rights of all Americans to share their views of homosexuality in 
the public forum. VOV supports similar international efforts and provides assistance, 
whenever possible, to individuals and organizations abroad who align with VOV's 
mission and goals.

As I understand it, the University has established the LGBTQ Student Services 
center seeking to foster the development of LGBTQ students, faculty, staff, alumni, and 
allies. Among other things, the center offers counseling and literature regarding sexual 
orientation. Mr. Doyle recently visited the University’s LGBTQ center, presenting as a 
graduate student seeking anonymous counseling and resources for unwanted 
homosexual feelings, and Mr. Rheinheimer refused to provide ex-gay resources or 
informational materials. When Mr. Doyle asked about changing his attractions, Mr. 
Rheinheimer said it could be harmful, and that he didn't recommend it. Mr. Rheinheimer
also said the research shows that people are "born gay." Mr. Doyle asked multiple times 
for resources and information on change, and Mr. Rheinheimer could not provide any 
information. Mr. Doyle asked him where a conservative Christian with unwanted same-
sex attractions would go to get information from a conservative perspective, and he said 
"Log Cabin Republicans." When Mr. Doyle asked about resources discussing the 
science and research about homosexuality, Mr. Rheinheimer said "go to The Huffington 
Post, which leads you to studies on the biology of homosexuality." When he gave Mr. 
Doyle a printed resource list of resources, no ex-gay organizations were on it, and as an 
afterthought, scribbled PFOX at the end (but it was not included on their list.) Mr. 
Rheinheimer also said he has no PFOX brochures because he didn't have enough to 
hand out. Last year, Mr. Rheinheimer told Regina Griggs from PFOX that the brochures 
were displayed in his office and in the Resource Center, yet when Mr. Doyle visited, 
they were nowhere to be found. 

By establishing the Center (and a brochure rack in the Center), the University 
has established a limited public forum for the purpose of distributing non-University 
literature concerning sexuality in general, and gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and transgender 
sexuality in particular. In so doing, it has permitted literature expressing viewpoints on 
those matters to be distributed at this location in a public building. Mere disagreement 
with the content of speech or literature is an insufficient reason to deny access to a 
limited forum. It is axiomatic that the government may not regulate speech based on its 
substantive content or the message it conveys. Other principles follow from this precept. 

In the realm of private speech or expression, government regulation may not 
favor one speaker over another. Discrimination against speech because of its message 
is presumed to be unconstitutional...when government targets not subject matter but 
particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of the First Amendment is 
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all the more blatant. Viewpoint discrimination is thus an egregious form of content 
discrimination. The government must abstain from regulating speech when the specific 
motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the 
restriction. Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 
819, 828-29 (1995). When a government opens a forum for literature distribution, it must 
treat all persons and groups seeking to use the forum equally, regardless of their 
viewpoint. Good News Club v. Milford Central School District, 533 U.S. 98 (2001). The 
actions of the University, as carried out by Mr. Rheinheimer in refusing to mention the 
existence of ex-gay resources when repeatedly requested by an individual ostensibly 
experiencing confusion over his sexuality, or conflict between his sexuality and his faith,
demonstrate that the University favors the speech of the LGBT community over the ex-
gay community. The University has suppressed and deemed the viewpoints of ex-gays 
on human sexuality and sexual orientation as unworthy of exhibition and distribution by 
the University, while the viewpoints of gays and others are favored and deemed worthy 
by the University.

Liberty Counsel urges the University to include viewpoints from the ex-gay 
community - those individuals and organizations who have transcended the LGBT 
identification - on the same basis that it provides viewpoints from those currently 
identifying as LGBT. Not only does prohibiting ex-gay information at the Center harm 
students, it could lead to the University's exposure to unnecessary liability for civil rights 
violations.

For these reasons, we are asking you to please respond to this letter in 
writing by October 25, 2013, with assurances that materials provided by Mr. Doyle and 
other ex-gay individuals and organizations will be given equal treatment in the Center's 
literature distribution forum, on the same basis as those currently identifying as LGBT. If 
we do not receive such a response, we will conclude that the above-stated facts are an 
accurate representation of the positions and practices of the University, and will take 
further steps to prevent irreparable harm to the rights of our clients.

We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Mast, Jr.†

† Licensed in Virginia
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RLM:jml
CC
Via Email
Scott Rheinmeir scottr@virginia.edu
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Facsimile: 434•592•7700

liberty@LC.org

Reply to: Virginia

September 26, 2013

Michael Rao, Ph.D.
Via U.S. Mail and E-Mail

Office of the President
Virginia Commonwealth University
P.O. Box 842512
Richmond, Virginia 23284-2512
RAO1M@VCU.EDU

RE: Viewpoint discriminatory conduct by LGBTQ center

Dear Mr. Rao:

Liberty Counsel writes on behalf of Voice of the Voiceless ("VOV") and 
Christopher Doyle, President and Co-Founder of VOV. Mr. Doyle met with Lorin 
Hoisington, Graduate Assistant for LGBT & Women's Services, as a student seeking 
anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual feelings. Mr. Doyle documents Ms. 
Hoisington as having provided him with medically-inaccurate advice and biased 
counseling, and having refused to provide him with ex-gay resources for students who 
experience unwanted homosexual feelings. We write to urge the University to include all 
viewpoints on this issue and remind it and Ms. Hoisington that presenting only one 
viewpoint is not only wrong, but can cause harm to students.

By way of brief introduction, Liberty Counsel is a civil liberties litigation, education 
and policy organization with headquarters in Orlando, Florida, and offices in 
Washington, D.C., California and Virginia. Much of our work involves defending First 
Amendment rights for distribution of literature in public places. We have had much 
success in litigating access to literature distribution forums where access has been 
denied by public officials, especially in public education institutions.

The mission of Voice of the Voiceless is to defend the rights of former 
homosexuals, individuals with unwanted same-sex attraction, and their families. VOV

appendix I
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also supports the faith-based community and works actively in the United States to 
defend the constitutional rights of all Americans to share their views of homosexuality in 
the public forum. VOV supports similar international efforts and provides assistance, 
whenever possible, to individuals and organizations abroad who align with VOV's 
mission and goals.

As I understand it, the University has established as part of the multicultural 
center an LGBTQ center that seeks to foster the development of LGBTQ students, 
faculty, staff, alumni, and allies. Among other things, the center offers counseling and 
literature regarding sexual orientation. Mr. Doyle visited the University’s LGBTQ center,
presenting as a graduate student seeking anonymous counseling for unwanted 
homosexual feelings, and Ms. Hoisington, the co-director of the center, refused to 
provide an ex-gay referrals or materials. Ms. Hoisington talked casually about 
transgender issues and gender change as if it were no problem, but said changing 
sexual orientation would be difficult and claimed not to know anything about it. Despite 
his requests for referrals to materials consistent with his desires for self-expression, she
only offered Mr. Doyle gay-affirming counseling referrals and gay-affirming groups to 
attend on campus. 

By establishing a brochure rack in the Center, the University has established a 
limited public forum for the purpose of distributing non-University literature concerning 
sexuality in general, and gay, lesbian, bi-sexual, and transgender sexuality in particular.
In so doing, it has permitted literature expressing viewpoints on those matters to be 
distributed at this location in a public building. Mere disagreement with the content of 
speech or literature is an insufficient reason to deny access to a limited forum. It is 
axiomatic that the government may not regulate speech based on its substantive 
content or the message it conveys. Other principles follow from this precept. 

In the realm of private speech or expression, government regulation may not 
favor one speaker over another. Discrimination against speech because of its message 
is presumed to be unconstitutional...when government targets not subject matter but 
particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of the First Amendment is 
all the more blatant. Viewpoint discrimination is thus an egregious form of content 
discrimination. The government must abstain from regulating speech when the specific 
motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the 
restriction. Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 
819, 828-29 (1995). When a government opens a forum for literature distribution, it must 
treat all persons and groups seeking to use the forum equally, regardless of their
viewpoint. Good News Club v. Milford Central School District, 533 U.S. 98 (2001). The 
actions of the University, as carried out by Ms. Hoisington in refusing to even mention 
the existence of ex-gay resources when requested by an individual ostensibly 
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experiencing confusion over his sexuality, or conflict between his sexuality and his faith,
demonstrate that the University favors the speech of the LGBT community over the ex-
gay community. The University has suppressed and deemed the viewpoints of ex-gays 
on human sexuality and sexual orientation as unworthy of exhibition and distribution by 
the University, while the viewpoints of gays and others are favored and deemed worthy 
by the University.

Liberty Counsel urges the University to include viewpoints from the ex-gay 
community - those individuals and organizations who have transcended the LGBT 
identification - on the same basis that it provides viewpoints from those currently 
identifying as LGBT. Not only does prohibiting ex-gay information at the Center harm
students, it could lead to the University's exposure to unnecessary liability for civil rights 
violations.

For these reasons, we are asking you to please respond to this letter in 
writing by October 26, 2013, with assurances that Mr. Doyle and other ex-gay 
individuals and organizations will be given access to the Center's literature distribution 
forum, on the same basis as those currently identifying as LGBT. If we do not receive 
such a response, we will conclude that the above-stated facts are an accurate 
representation of the positions of the University, and will take further steps to prevent 
irreparable harm to the rights of our clients.

We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Mast, Jr.†

RLM:jml

CC

Lorin Hoisington hoisingtonle@vcu.edu
Via Email

† Licensed in Virginia
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PFOX: Parents and Friends of Gays Choosing Change
for more information or questions about change call 703-360-2225    www.pfox.org   

if someone changes their address,

maybe changes an attitude,

or even changes their job,

you’d still respect them, right?

So why not respect me when

I decide to leave homosexuality?

I chose to change from gay to straight.

If that choice isn’t for you, 

at least change your mind

about me.

“It’s My ChoiceTo Change”“It’s My ChoiceTo Change”

PA
RE

NTS
AND FRIENDSOFEX-GAYSANDGA

YS

This space is provided by WMATA as a public service. WMATA does not endorse any product, service, event or ideology conveyed in this message

C O M B I N E D
F E D E R A L

C A M P A I G N

CFC #7582

~ Amy

PFOX: Parents and Friends of Gays Choosing Change
for more information or questions about change call 703-360-2225    www.pfox.org   

“IChoseTo Change.”
I make choices everyday...

Where to eat. What to wear. Who to see. 

But as a gay man I never thought

I could change WHO I was. 

Until I realized change was a choice...

and I chose to change from gay to straight.

It may not be a decision

you want to make,

but you should know

thousands of us already have.

Please respect our choice.

“IChoseTo Change.”
PA

RE

NTS
AND FRIENDSOFEX-GAYSANDGA

YS

C O M B I N E D
F E D E R A L

C A M P A I G N

CFC #7582

This space is provided by WMATA as a public service. WMATA does not endorse any product, service, event or ideology conveyed in this message

Chris ~ Tennessee
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Post Office Box 540774 
Orlando, FL 32854-0774 
Telephone: 800•671•1776 
Facsimile: 407•875•0770 
www.LC.org

   122 C St. N.W., Ste. 640 
Washington, DC 20005 

Telephone: 202•289•1776 
Facsimile: 202•216•9656 

 

Post Office Box 11108 
Lynchburg, VA 24506-1108 

Telephone: 434•592•7000 
Facsimile: 434•592•7700 

liberty@LC.org 
 

Reply to: Virginia 
 

September 27, 2013 
 
Via U.S. Mail and E-Mail 
John R. Broderick 
Office of the President 
Old Dominion University 
200 Koch Hall 
Norfolk , VA 23529 
JBRODERI@ODU.EDU 
 

RE:  Viewpoint discriminatory conduct at ODU Safe Space and Out Student 
Alliance 

 
Dear President Broderick: 

 
Liberty Counsel writes on behalf of Voice of the Voiceless ("VOV") and 

Christopher Doyle, President and Co-Founder of VOV. Recently, a VOV representative, 
Chuck Peters, called the ODU Division of Student Engagement and Enrollment 
Services' "ODU Safe Space" program, presenting as an LGBT student seeking 
anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual feelings. Enrollment Services referred 
Mr. Peters to Ian McGowan of the ODU Out Student Alliance1. Mr. Peters reports that 
upon meeting with Mr. McGowan, Mr. McGowan provided him with medically-inaccurate 
advice and biased counseling, and refused to provide him with ex-gay resources. We 
write to urge the University to be inclusive of all viewpoints on this issue, and to also 
require ODU's Safe Space to provide students conflicted about their sexuality with 
resources of and referrals to organizations like PFoX, in addition to placing links to 
PFoX and other ex-gay resources and organizations on the ODU LGBTQ Community 
Diversity Resources2 and ODU Safe Space3 webpages. 
 

                                                 
1 http://odu.orgsync.com/org/oduout/Officers 
2 http://www.odu.edu/life/diversity/resources/lgbtqa   
3 http://ww2.studentaffairs.odu.edu/safespace/ 
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By way of brief introduction, Liberty Counsel is a civil liberties litigation, education 
and policy organization with headquarters in Orlando, Florida, and offices in 
Washington, D.C., California and Virginia. Much of our work involves defending First 
Amendment rights for distribution of literature in public places. We have had much 
success in litigating access to literature distribution forums where access has been 
denied by public officials, especially in public education institutions. 
 
 The mission of Voice of the Voiceless is to defend the rights of former 
homosexuals, individuals with unwanted same-sex attraction, and their families. VOV 
also supports the faith-based community and works actively in the United States to 
defend the constitutional rights of all Americans to share their views of homosexuality in 
the public forum. VOV supports similar international efforts and provides assistance, 
whenever possible, to individuals and organizations abroad who align with VOV's 
mission and goals. 
 
 As I understand it, the University established the ODU LGBTQ Community 
Diversity Resources and ODU Safe Space to provide resources and an open, safe, and 
accepting space for individuals with minority sexual orientations, in addition to those 
who are questioning their sexual orientation. The ODU Safe Space offers a variety of 
resources regarding sexual orientation, but as of the writing of this letter, only from 
organizations espousing one viewpoint on homosexuality.  
 
 Having found no links on the above ODU webpages to organizations for ex-gays 
or organizations assisting individuals with unwanted same-sex attractions, Mr. Peters 
sought out the ODU Safe Space for counseling related to Mr. Peters' ostensible 
unwanted homosexual feelings, and was referred to the ODU Out Student Alliance. Mr. 
Peters visited ODU Out and met with Ian McGowan, presenting as a graduate student 
seeking anonymous counseling and resources for unwanted homosexual feelings. Mr. 
McGowan implied Mr. Peters' sexual orientation couldn't be changed; stated that efforts 
to change were "brainwashing" and just "praying away the gay;" and stated that therapy 
to help people change is "not valid." Mr. Peters and Mr. Doyle were concerned by this 
apparent bias, and contacted Liberty Counsel. 
 

By establishing the ODU LGBTQ Community Diversity Resources and the ODU 
Safe Space, the University has established a limited public forum for the purpose of 
providing non-University resources for issues surrounding sexual orientation. The 
University provides resources from and links to organizations espousing the belief that 
an individual should express his or her same-sex attractions. Therefore, ODU cannot 
discriminate against the viewpoint of those who have provided resources to the ODU 
Safe Space for those questioning their homosexual attractions and feelings.  
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Since government may not regulate speech based on its substantive content or 
the message it conveys, in the realm of private speech or expression, government 
regulation may not favor one speaker over another. Discrimination against speech 
because of its message is presumed to be unconstitutional...when government targets 
not subject matter but particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of 
the First Amendment is all the more blatant. Viewpoint discrimination is thus an 
egregious form of content discrimination. The government must abstain from regulating 
speech when the specific motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the 
speaker is the rationale for the restriction. Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the 
University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 819, 828-29 (1995). When a government opens a forum 
for literature distribution, it must treat all persons and groups seeking to use the forum 
equally, regardless of their viewpoint. Good News Club v. Milford Central School 
District, 533 U.S. 98 (2001). The actions of the University, as carried out by ODU Safe 
Space in refusing to mention the existence of ex-gay resources when repeatedly 
requested by an individual ostensibly experiencing confusion over his sexuality, or 
conflict between his sexuality and his faith, demonstrate that the University favors the 
speech of the LGBT community over the ex-gay community. The University has 
suppressed and deemed the viewpoints of ex-gays on human sexuality and sexual 
orientation as unworthy of exhibition and distribution by the University, while the 
viewpoints of gays and others are favored and deemed worthy by the University. 
 

Liberty Counsel urges the University to include viewpoints from the ex-gay 
community - those individuals and organizations who have transcended the LGBT 
identification - on the same basis that it provides viewpoints from those currently 
identifying as LGBT. Not only does prohibiting ex-gay information through ODU's Safe 
Space harm students, it could lead to the University's exposure to unnecessary liability 
for civil rights violations.  
 
 For these reasons, we are asking you to please respond to this letter in 
writing by October 28, 2013, with assurances that Mr. Doyle, Mr. Peters and other ex-
gay individuals and organizations will be given access to the  literature distribution and 
referral fora of ODU LGBTQ Community Diversity Resources and the ODU Safe Space, 
on the same basis as those currently identifying as LGBT, to include internet links and 
resources. If we do not receive such a response, we will conclude that the above-stated 
facts are an accurate representation of the positions of the University. 
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 We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter. 
 
      Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
 
      Richard L. Mast, Jr.† 
 
RLM:jml 
 
 
CC 
Via Email 
Ian McGowan       safespace@odu.edu  
Lesa Clark        lclark@odu.edu       

                                                 
† Licensed in Virginia 
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Reply to: Virginia

September 26, 2013

Taylor Reveley
Via U.S. Mail and E-Mail

Office of the President
College of William and Mary
P.O. Box 8795
Williamsburg, VA 23187-8795
taylor@wm.edu

RE: Viewpoint discriminatory conduct by LGBTQ Center

Dear Mr. Reveley:

Liberty Counsel writes on behalf of Voice of the Voiceless ("VOV") and 
Christopher Doyle, President and Co-Founder of VOV. Chuck Peters, a representative 
of VOV, met with Margie Cook, the Assistant Director of the Center for Student 
Diversity, presenting as an LGBTQ student seeking anonymous counseling for 
unwanted homosexual feelings. Mr. Peters documents Ms. Cook as having provided 
him with medically-inaccurate advice and biased counseling, and having refused to 
provide him with ex-gay resources for students who experience unwanted homosexual 
feelings. We write to urge the University to include all viewpoints on this issue and 
remind it and Ms. Cook that presenting only one viewpoint is not only wrong, but can 
cause harm to students.

By way of brief introduction, Liberty Counsel is a civil liberties litigation, education 
and policy organization with headquarters in Orlando, Florida, and offices in 
Washington, D.C., California and Virginia. Much of our work involves defending First 
Amendment rights for distribution of literature in public places. We have had much 
success in litigating access to literature distribution forums where access has been 
denied by public officials, especially in public education institutions.
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The mission of Voice of the Voiceless is to defend the rights of former 
homosexuals, individuals with unwanted same-sex attraction, and their families. VOV
also supports the faith-based community and works actively in the United States to 
defend the constitutional rights of all Americans to share their views of homosexuality in 
the public forum. VOV supports similar international efforts and provides assistance, 
whenever possible, to individuals and organizations abroad who align with VOV's 
mission and goals.

As I understand it, the University has established an LGBTQ Center that seeks to 
foster the development of LGBTQ students, faculty, staff, alumni, and allies. Among 
other things, the center offers counseling and literature regarding sexual orientation. Mr. 
Peters visited the University’s LGBTQ Center, presenting as a graduate student seeking 
anonymous counseling for unwanted homosexual feelings at the Center. Mr. Peters was 
told that if he went into therapy to change sexual orientation, it could cause harm 
because he may be leading a "double life," and cause harm to him and his wife, with no 
regard to his ostensible desires to maintain his marriage in a loving, committed,
monogamous relationship. Despite his requests, no options were given to him about 
change therapy, and no literature or resources were given to him consistent with his 
religious beliefs. No referrals or suggestions were provided of where he could go to 
support him in sexual orientation change efforts, and the only referral was to the 
counseling center to help him "understand himself better."

By establishing a brochure rack in the Center and providing web links to outside 
resources, the University has established a limited public forum for the purpose of 
distributing non-University literature concerning sexuality in general, and gay, lesbian, 
bi-sexual, and transgender sexuality in particular. In so doing, it has permitted literature 
expressing viewpoints on those matters to be distributed at this location in a public 
building and on the web. Mere disagreement with the content of speech or literature is 
an insufficient reason to deny access to a limited forum. It is axiomatic that the 
government may not regulate speech based on its substantive content or the message 
it conveys. Other principles follow from this precept. 

In the realm of private speech or expression, government regulation may not 
favor one speaker over another. Discrimination against speech because of its message 
is presumed to be unconstitutional...when government targets not subject matter but 
particular views taken by speakers on a subject, the violation of the First Amendment is 
all the more blatant. Viewpoint discrimination is thus an egregious form of content 
discrimination. The government must abstain from regulating speech when the specific 
motivating ideology or the opinion or perspective of the speaker is the rationale for the 
restriction. Rosenberger v. Rector and Visitors of the University of Virginia, 515 U.S. 
819, 828-29 (1995). When a government opens a forum for literature distribution, it must 
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treat all persons and groups seeking to use the forum equally, regardless of their 
viewpoint. Good News Club v. Milford Central School District, 533 U.S. 98 (2001). The 
actions of the University, as carried out by Ms. Cook in refusing to even mention the 
existence of ex-gay resources when requested by an individual ostensibly experiencing 
confusion over his sexuality, or conflict between his sexuality and his faith, demonstrate 
that the University favors the speech of the LGBT community over the ex-gay 
community. The University has suppressed and deemed the viewpoints of ex-gays on 
human sexuality and sexual orientation as unworthy of exhibition and distribution by the
University, while the viewpoints of gays and others are favored and deemed worthy by 
the University.

Liberty Counsel urges the University to include viewpoints from the ex-gay 
community - those individuals and organizations who have transcended the LGBT
identification - on the same basis that it provides viewpoints from those currently 
identifying as LGBT. Not only does prohibiting ex-gay information at the Center harm 
students, it could lead to the University's exposure to unnecessary liability for civil rights 
violations.

For these reasons, we are asking you to please respond to this letter in 
writing by October 25, 2013, with assurances that Mr. Doyle, Mr. Peters and other ex-
gay individuals and organizations will be given access to the Center's literature 
distribution forum, on the same basis as those currently identifying as LGBT, to include 
internet links and resources. If we do not receive such a response, we will conclude that 
the above-stated facts are an accurate representation of the positions of the University,
and will take further steps to prevent irreparable harm to the rights of our clients.

We appreciate your immediate attention to this matter.

Sincerely,

Richard L. Mast, Jr.†

RLM:jml

CC

† Licensed in Virginia
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Margie Cook, 
Via Email

Assistant Director, Center for Student Diversity mmcook@wm.edu


